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FOREWORD
Currently, Transit Satellite Navigation Receivers have 
outspoken advantages so that more and more satellite 
navigation receivers have been installed on board siiips 
of maritime nations.
Because of the fact that Satellite Navigation is chara­
cterized by utility for all kinds of weather, world­
wide coverage, easy operation, time-saving and demonstr­
ation of ships'longitudinal and latitudinal oositicns, 
it is widely welcomed by ships'masters and officers.
On top of these, it is considered to be one of the most 
reliable and accurate systems ever used, particularly 
in bad weather.
Satellite Navigation has ranked itself first among all 
current Navigation Aids including Loran, Decca and Omega 
systems as far as accuracy is concerned.
Therefore, captains and officers rely on this system to 
such an extent that they even take no notice of the dis­
crepancies that might exist, satisfying themselves by 
merely operating it.
The reality is that some discrepancies do occur, some­
times serious ones under particular circumstances.
For example, the author once compared the accuracy of 
satellite-identified shipS position at sea near the 
coast of England with that of the ship^ position actual­
ly observed from visual bearings, and found that the la- 
litudinal discrepancy was as much as 1.6B nautical miles, 
(n.m.)
-1-
Similar to the above-mentioned case, a maximum long- 
titudinal discrepancy found in the Japanese Saa was
^•33 n^ma
Another example demonstrates as well the maximum discre­
pancy of position was 1.529 n.m. east-west and 1.487 
n.m. north-south, found from a stationary position in 
Malmd.
Interest ingly e
racy of a ship%
ich the ship is
being pe rpendic
with the LMT ti
with the recciV
So it is quite
be aware of the
Navigati on and
dependen ce in 0
nough, it has been observed that the accu- 
positisn varies with the directisn in wh- 
sailing (position error in this case 
ular to the tracks followed by the ship), 
me of observation (day and night) and 
ors of various kinds (see annex ^ table l),
necessary for the masters and officers to 
variations in accuracy of Satellite 
to guard against the practice of blind 
rder to avoid accidents.
During a two-year period of study in the Maritime Educa­
tion and Training Course at the World Maritime Universi­
ty, I have been engaged in a study of error analysis of 
observation by satellite in a stationary position. By 
using a computer to work out observations under different 
circumstances based on' numerous results of observations 
gathered from six observation.stations'located in five 
countries and regions. Explanati .ns with diagrams at­
tached are given here for the purpose of analysing the 
causes of errors.
I would like to avail myself of this opportunity to ex­
press my sincere gratitude to course Prof. Zade and my 
supervisors Prof. Mulders and Prof. Jurdzinski for their 
kindness and the long time they spent directing work on
-2
this project.
I am also grateful to Captain Qiagner for his great contri­
bution to computer data processing, to nr. J.E.Roeber and 
Mr.Thomas P.Nolan for their tremendous assistance in coll­
ecting observ/etion information in New York and niTAGS, to 
Captain S.J.Singh for providing me with observation mater­
ials in Hong Kong, to Mr. G.L. Masking at International 
Hydrographic Bureau for giving information regarding ad­
justment df the above-mentioned geographical positions,to 
my colleagues Prof. Yuan An Chun and Mr. Liang Li Gang for 
helping me collect information from Dalian Marine College, 
and to Prof, Chen Zhu Wei (President of Dalian Marine Col­




nethod of observation and collecting data in station­
ary position by the transit receiver
1.1. Malmb (Sweden)
1.1.1. Location of observation:
Electronic Laboratory of the World naritiiiie
University
1.1.2. Type of receiver:
I'';AGNAUDX-1142 and RAYSAT-100
1.1.3. Height of antenna:
28 met-jrs above mean sea level
1.1.4. period of observation:
tw: receivers continually worked 27 days
about 630 hours, from Oct.12,1984 to Nov,
1.1.5.
7,1984
Number of observations 
nAGNAU0X-1142:734, RAYSAT-100:735
1.1.6. Number of satellites: 
30110,30130,30190,30200,30480
1.1.7. Original coordinate of input:
Latitude: 55'*36'3 N. Longitude: 12* 5e'8E 
(Local datum ED)
1.1.8. Connection between satellite receiver and
computer
Because these two receivers have no printer, 
it is difficult to collect data. With Capt. 
Wagner% help, using a network ( See Fig.l 
and 2) to connect the receivers with a com­
puter. Therefore, all data was written on 
a disk, by which itcan easily be displayed 
on a screen. It% even more convenient for 
carrying, reading and storing than general 
print paper.
The greatest advantage is that the computer
-4-
Fig. 1' Connection between Satellite Receiver and Computer
6
12
can quickly calculate results of errors of all obser­
vations (See table l),using a special program (See 
annex BB PR5A),
Furthermore, if needed, one can print out all data of 
observations and results of errors, etc, 95/o confi­
dence ,margin of latitude (P'i35-Lat.) ,confidence 
margin of longitude (M95-Long.)confidence radius 
of position (R95=accuracy) and mean position.
Moreover, according to the need, using program PR5A 
one can print out all data of observations and results 
of errors of different limits of elevations, different 
times of observations and different numbers of satellites 
respectively (See table 2,3,A,5 and B),
1,2. Dalian (Ehina)
1.2.1. Location of observation:
Electronic Laboratory of the Dalian Marine 
College
1.2.2. Type of receiver:
JLE-3A00
1.2.3. Height of antenna:
47,5 meters above mean sea level
1.2.4. Period of observation:
July 4-July 7,1983
1.2.5. Number of observations:
98
1.2.6. Number of satellites: 
30130,30140,30190,30200,30480













Electron! Classroom of the Maritime Ins­
titute of Technology and Graduate Studies 




25 meters above mean sea level 
Period of observation:
Jan.l- Jan.7,1985 













Kings Point (United States)
Location of observation:
Electronic Laboratory of United States 










Bearing 000, distance about 50 meters from 
folloujing position:
Clarke 1866 spheroid, NAD 1927
Lat.4D*4e'43". 42N, Long.73*45'4773511; (Local datum)
1.5. Hongkong
1.5.1. Location of observation:
1.5.2.




1.5.3. Height of antenna:
2r-.4 meters above mean sea level











About 3120.2 meters north and 3632.6 meters
east from following position:
Lat.22”l6'33';98N,Long.ll4*D854''59E (Local datum)
1.6. Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
1.6.1. Location of observation:
Stationary vessel in Amsterdam
1.6.2. Type of receiver:
NAUSTAR S01-S
1.6.3. Period of observation:
June 17-June 24,1985
••
CO• Number of observation:
11
•
in•CD• Number of satellites:
1.6.6.
30110,30480,30500‘




1.7.1. Location of observation: 
merchant Marine Academy of Gdynia
1.7.2. Type of receiver:
MAGWAUOX-IIOZ
1.7.3. Period of observation:
Mar,3“June 1,1981
1.7.4. Number of observation:
1G50
1.7.5. Position of antenna:
Lot. 54*3ltlB N,Long.lB*33'61E (Local datum)
-9-
Chapter 2
Results of the analysis of the observations
Concerning the several thousands of observed data ga­
thered from six observation stations located in five 
countries and regions, in this paper my discussion will 
be primarily concerned with the 1,50D data using MAGNA- 
VDX-1142 and RAYSAT-100 Satellite receivers gathered 
from Walmb (See anneX' Al, A2) .
Becaus e 0 f th e large number of data as comp ared with
other pla ces, the results caIculated with n aim 6 data
give a mi nute description of the dis tributi on of po-
sition er rors and of positio n fix ac curacy under di-
f f eren t condi tions.
For ot her obs erva tion static ns also analyst s hav e
been made however from a limited num ber of observe-
tions. (s ee annex A3,A4,A5,A 5,A7.)
2.1 . Pro gram use d in calcul ations ( See annex B2-BB)
2.1.1,Statememt of computer program;
In order to calculate and analyze a large 
number of observed data, several computer 
programs were worked out using different obser­
vation stations.
2.1.1,1. Program-PRO:(See annex B2)




The program reads continuously from the tuo satnavs 
and checks the data of both receivers.
The program checks the length of the message and the 
condition that the messages are starting with correct 
characters, li/hen the program finds correct data, then 
that line is stored in the memory until Raysat sends 
REC.(See program PRO)
After ue have saved the data from Raysat, the compu­
ter reads the data from I'lagnavox. First it checks the 
length of the data from Magnavox. Then all lines from 
Magnavox are stored.
When ue get CMT, then check it if ue had saved that 
GMT before. If it is the same GMT, then start from 
the begining again. If GMT is different from last 
time, then write on the disk and after that we start 
from begining again.
-11-
2.1,1.2. Program-DUT2: (See annex B3)
This program puts together Files A1,A2,A3 and 
so on to one file called File 6.
2,1.1.3. Program-LIOB and LlS9 (See annex 8*^ and B5)
These programs translate File 6 to a neu type 
of file with only data from nagnavox-1142 or 
Raysat-IDD, and also sorted out data which we 
dont need for the calculating program.One pro­
gram (LI98) for Magnavox and one (LI99) for 
Raysat, Results are stored on disk file AA 
(Magnauox) and 83 (Raysat).
-12-
2.1.1.4. Program-PR2A: (See annex B6)
This program reads data from other places than 
Malmd from keyboard and saves it on a disk.
2.1.1.5. Program-PR2B: (See annex 37)
This program creates the data and it is also 
possible to change the data if some mistakes 
have been made. We read all data to File B 
and then me read it back to File A again. At 
the same ti!.;e ue check the data and add neuj 
data to the File A.
-13-
2.1.1.6. Program-PRSA (See annex BB)
( Flow Chart of PR5A See Fig.3)
This program was used to calculate and print
out the following results:
a) Mean position (Given in minutes of Lati­
tude and Longitude only)
b) Latitude and Longitude difference between 
observed position and mean position, dis­
tance and direction of observed position 
from mean position
c) The radius of 95^ probability area of po­
sition R95 (metres)
d) The probability margin of Latitude
and Longitude.
MBS Lat.(miles), M 95 Long.(miles).
In ad'-ition, using this program, one can 
calculate respectively the accuracy of 
different limits of satellite elevation 
(etc. every 5 or ‘10 degrees) and differ­
ent times, (etc. every hour)(See table 
2,3,4 and 5 ).
-14-
Fig. 3 Flow Chart of Prograrn PR5A
-15-
Fig.3 Flow Chart of Program PR5A 
(Cuntinued)
-IB-


















Fig.3 Flow Chart of Program PR5A 
(Continued)
Abbreuiation of PR5A
LI: Latitude of Observation Station
B2; Observational Latitude
L2: Observatijnal Longitude
A: Numbers of Observations
Rl: The Summation of Latitudes in Minutes
R2: The Summeticn of Longitude in Minutes
B3; Average of Latitude in Minutes .
L3: Average of Longitude in Minutes 
D2: The Latitude Difference between Observati..nal 
Latitude and Average Latitude 
D3: The Longitude Difference betuieen Observational 
Longitude and Average Longitude 
Ql; The Sriuare of Latitude Difference between Cbser- 
vatienal Latitude and Average Latitude 
C2: The Square of Longitude Defference between
Observational Longitude and Average Longitude 
Q3: The Summation of Q 1 
CA:TheSummationofC!2
Dl: The Distance from Average Position to Observa­
tional Position
Tl: The Direction from Average Position to Observed 
Position
R: Radius of 95^ Probability Area of Position
SI: Standard Deviation of Latitude 
S2: Standard Deviation of Longitude
-18-
2.1.2. Formulas used in program PR5A




Uihere: A is the number of observation#









c) Radius of 95^ probability area of position:
T
t.mR95= 2 ^ (5\at. +C?\ong. COS^ Lat
d) 95;^ confidence margin of latitude and longitude;
^ ‘ ^Lat. ,
MSLong.'^-CjLong.COS Lat.
-19-
2.2. Results of Dbservutions
(See annex A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7)




































































































































































































































2.2,2, Statement about summary (2.2.1.)
a) No.l shows the results after six observa­
tions which had very big errors (blunders) 
were removed.
b) No.2 shows the results of all observations 
using the r'1AGNA\/0X-11^2 receiver in Malmb. 
Similar to No.l, several very large errors 
were eli:..inated from the data.
c) No.l and No.2 have similar conditions of 
simultaneous observations, but the results 
are different. The reason is clear because 
different types of receivers were used. It 
is shown from the results at all observa­
tion stations that the MAGNAUDX Satellite 
Navigation Receiver has a stable perfor­
mance and smaller errors. The discussion 
of the following paragraphs 2.3 and 2.A is 
based upon the d-ta gathered and analyzed 
from P'lAGNAUuX-l 1A2 in Malmb and compared 
with the data gathered from RAYSAT in 
Plalmo.
2.3. Influence of Elevation
The effects of various elevations of sate­
llites will be considered below.
2.3.1 .Observing results of various elevation.s of sate 
Hites (See table 2, 3 and Fig.A,5,6,7,8,9)
21
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2.3.2. Statement about (2.3.1.)
a) Table 2,3 and Fig.A indicate that position 
fix accuracy is variant with elevations of 
satellites (ionospheric errors) and the 
type of receiver.
The highest position fix accuracy occurs 
at the limited elevation of satellites 
from 4D-6D. The R95 (FiAGT'JAVCX) are close 
to IDO metres, r'lean R95=101.44 metres 
(40<EL< 5D",r’’AGiJAUDX) . While the R95 (RAY- 
SAT) are close to 40D metres. Kiean R95= 
399.74 metres (40*’< EL •< 5D*, RAYS AT)
b) The R95(r:AGNA\/DX) ere all less than 150 
metres, when the limit of satellite ele-
. • ® ovation is from 25-55.
While the R95(RAYSAT) are all greater 
than 400 metres, urien the limit of sate­
llite elevation is less than 25*’and 
greater than 55*
c) The R95(r',AGh'Al'DX) are all less than 200 
metres and mean R95=151.5B2 metres uhen 
the limit of satellite elevation is 
from 10-70*.
In geraeral, the TRANSIT System is a very 
accurate navigation system. If elevation 
is between ID*and 70* the error in the 
input ground-speed is small, the ionosph 
eric conditions are not adverse and the 
receiver is of good quality, then the 
accuracy of a fix can be expressed by 
the statement that the 95p probability
-30-
area has a radius R95=0.A n.m. In conditions 
which are less favourable than those mention­
ed before R95 can increase to 2.0 n.m, or 
even surpass this value,(l).
d) The R95 (flAGNA'yOX) are all greater than 250 
metres,when the limit of satellite elevation 
is less than lo"and greater than 75!
e) When the limit of satellite elevation is 
less than S^and greater than 85* very big po­
sition fix errors can be found. In this case, 
the R85(r'lAGWA\yOX) are all greeter than AOO 
metres. The R95 (RAYSAT) ere even more.
f) Fig.5 with Table 2 and 3 shows that the long­
itudinal errors (P"i95 Long.) are greater than 
latitudinal errors (r-195 Lat.). These results 
are the same as indicated in 2.2.1.
While the latitudinal errors of "RAYSAT" are 
three times of "HiAGWAVOX", the longitudinal 
errors of "RAYSAT" pi-g twice as large as "MAG- 
i'niAUJX".
g) Fig.6,7,8,9 indicate' the distribution of 
position fixes of limited satellite elevations. 
Symbol©is mean position of observations in 
WGS-72 coordinates.
Symbol®is the mean position shifted from O 
(WGS) by calculated Lat, shift and Long.shift 
(See table 7 )
Symbol®is the receivers antenna position in 
local datum.
-31-
2.4 Influence of time (LI'iT)
2.4.1. Results of observation at different times.
(See table 4 and 5 )
2.4.2. The curves of position fix accuracies
(See Fig.l0-R95, Fig.ll-nS5 Lat. and Fi95 Long.
2.4.3. Results of observations of satellitic eleva­
tion from 3G-BD®at different times.
(See table 6 and Fig.12.^
2.4.4.Statenant about table 4,5 and Fig.10,Fig.11, 
table 6 and Fig.12:
a) The accuracy of position determined by 
satellite varies with U''.T. Table 4 and 5 
show the results of calculated observation 
data observed at one hour intervals,which 
were gathered by day and night continuously 
by rOAGrJA\/L'X-r!-42 and RAY3AT—lOD in Malmo.
The curve of M95 Lat.Fig.il shows the lati­
tude deviation which changes with time. The 
curve of Fi95 Lo.'ig. (Fig. 11) shoos the long­
itude deviation which changes with time.
Generally speaking, the o'osition fix accuracy 
is higher during night time than day-time. 
Specially it lias lower accuracy around noon­
time, that means that R95 appears biggest. 
Fig. ID shows: R95 reaches a very high point, 
about 350 metres of "MAGMAUOX" and greater 
than 500 metres of ”RAYSAT”,at GFiT 10.5h 
(Maim'd Local time 11.5h). While R95 falls to 
the lowest point at GMT24h (Malmo LMT Olh). 
The figure indicates that the R95 appears
-32-
somewhat greater before and after noon, 
while R95 appears smaller at night.
b) Fig.11 shows that the curves of M95 Long, 
and R95 (Fig.10) have & similar shape.
These points tell us that the R95 of sate­
llite fixes is me inly caused by longitude 
deviation, while latitude deviation has a 
smaller effect on R95. Fig.11 also shows that 
the M95 latitude and ^95 Longitude of "RAY- 
SAT" greater than "D1AGMAV0X".
c) Table B and Fig.12 show the results of cal­
culated observation data observed with sate­
llite elevation from 30-60^’ at one hour inter­
vals, which were gathered by day and night 
continuously by rOAGNOUOX in Malmb.
d) Analysis of the reason for different position 
fix accuracy. The main reason is the distur­
bance by the ionosphere, which produces an 
error in the phase velocity . C phase varies 
with l^ions. The ionosphere is rather stable 
at night. The disturbance is then vary small, 
so- the position fix accuracy is higher, (R95 
becomes smaller). Whereas after the sun rises, 
the ionosphere becomes very active. This 
causes a big disturbance which affects propa­
gation velocity of the satellites radio waves, 
so that position fix accuracy decreases.
2.A.5. Single and dual frequency receiver
If only a single frequency receiver is used, 
the effect of ionospheric refraction is to 
give the satellite an apparent orbit which
-33-
has a greater curvature than the true orbit 
due to wavelength stretching. This will reduce 
the doppler frequency shift to some extent, 
pushing the apparent position of the fix ob- 
tained away from the satellite orbit. Since the 
satellites move in a north-south plane the -effect 
is to produce errors which are mainly in the 
east-west plane. The magnitude of these errors 
depend on the sunsoot activity, distance from 
the equator and the ionospheric density. .It is 
almost zero at night but can reach up to 500 
metres by day under the worst conditions (2).
If a dual frequency receiver is used, the iono- 
sphoric effects will be different and a com­
parison of the two values will indicate the 
extent of the error. A correction can be made. 
For high accuracy the satellites therefore 
transmit their singnals at two frequencies,
400 FiHz and 150 FHz. Dual frequency receivers 
will accept both frequencies and make the ne­
cessary correction for ionosheric refraction, 
but when a single frequency receiver is used, 
no ccirrection is mad-s. For example, fixes ob­
tained with a typical shipborne dual frequency 
receiver are normally in t'le order of 100 
metres though better accuracies than this can 
be and are obtained (3)
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ation at Different Times
(RAYSAT, MALMD)
Table 4 Results of Dbserv/
Na
QMT No. of Safe 114 5 Mean F R95 M 951±)
Ft'ow'-To Fixes M umber Lo.t(N) Lon}.(E) N.M. Md-H?S LatWN)
i 0o0o-o<oo 14 190. 36.375 58.906 0.07 129.03 0.031 0.06
2 0400-0200 15 130 480,190. 3b.59b 56.957 0.13 240.322 0.079 0.099
3 o2oo -0300 18 HO, 130,190 200. 36.343 58.066 0.327 606.257 0.187 0.259
|4 0300-0400 27 110,190,200, 36.35 58.872 0.346 641.46 0.226 0.252
5 0400-0500 36 110,190,200. 36.375. 58.^06 0.284 525.795 0.190 a 194
6 o5oo - oboo 57 110,190, ZOO. 36.33 58.947 0.63 981-631 0.490 0.145
7 0600 -0^00 40 >110,130,190, 200,ABO. 36.375 58.9/5 0.141 26CL461 0.03 0.134
8 0^00 - oBoo 48 110,130,190, ZOO, UBO. 35.36 58.912 0.163 30I.302 o.opa 0.<«4
9 Oboo -O^OQ 46 110,130,190, 200,480. 36.358 58.909 0.159
294.839 o.ioi 0.118
HO 0900 - \00Q 40 110,130,ZOO, 480. 3b. 51^8 58.887 O.Z09-
377.36 0.113 0.163
4000-ii 00 31 110.130,200, 460. 36.302 50.89 0:555 658.65 0.105 0.33




O.Ab5 857.699 0.I06 0.439
13 1200-1300 24 190,480. 0.115 212.84-1 0.030 O.lob
14 J3OO-140P 28 130,190,480. 36.39 58.97 o.£0 5To.4Z o.ioif 0.(66
jl5
1400-1500 22 130,190,480. 96.37 58.92J 0.267 494.400 0.151 0.212
16 1600 - <600 21 110,130,190,200,480. 36.325 58.953 0.29 537986 0.228 0.160Il7
I600-I700 28 110,190,200. 36.368 58.911 0.202 374.427 o.o9\ 0.175
16 iXoo -1800 26 110,190,200. 36.37 : 50.908 0.106 o.olf o.’o96
19 1000-1900 36 110,130,190,Zoo. 36.356
1 56-92
1
o.?7f 5of.7o3 o.i9Z 0.182
|20 I900-20OO 35 110,130,190.200,460. 36.366
1 58.909 0.2o2 375.603 0.079 0.181
|21 Zooo-tioo 41 110,150,190,200,480. 36.377 50.893 0.135 249.231 0.042 0.124
22 Z\oo-ZZoo 42 110,130.190,200.480. 3b.5b9
’50.916 0.108 200.491 0.077 0.072
2Zoo-t^oo 29 110,130,200,480. 36.351 50.606 0.197 3616909 0.145 0.12f









58.909 0.025 462.900 0.166 0.188
i
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Table 5 Results of Observation at Different Times 
(MAGNAVOX, riAUlii)
CMT lo.Of ■SsiUdris^ M-^jaB TWf TffV'- ^95 M 95 (n/m)
Fvew - To P;x«s MujIhU'8-V' J-ojt.CM) 1-01^. Ct) W.M. Hc^H^S ioit •
4 ®60t)-d/ox» <4- m,480. 3t3z5 58-85 6.0^5 4o2.oZ5 O.oil, 0.044




3t.W^ 58. hie 0.o2^ <5S.9i8 o.o5^ 0,06







5 ©(j-w - at ffo, 190, Zoo 3t.3f3 o.o7<5 0.07
0§6rv-O^-aV 37' Ho, i9o,Zoo. 
.4J0.. ___ 58.B^i 0,0$ *1' {00.795 O.ofX 0.052
7 42 <10,190,200. 3^.32'? 5BM 0.o5& <o7.2rr 0.028 0.05 !
O^ffu - e^»t> 4r Ho.»9o.2oo, 3l.33if 58. hi o.'oST (61.0ZZ 0.049 O.O72
9 0^«flT& '0^«> 45 Ho, 190. ZoO, J3o,480.. .. 58.6o1 0.H5 Z\o.\M 0.05*^ 0.{0{
io. Of^ o«» f ©DO 39 no .^io.Zn/, 460. 56.S03 c>.f3B ■ 25»f.8/3 o.oLz 0.125
-fl <OOtJ - 30 H 4SO,
3b-Wl 5b'851 c.f9 55Z.5oL 0.062 0.18^
.27 15o,4«o. 58.615, o.Hi 24 If. 574 0.o{65 0.115
f3 ' f3«» iioABO. 3b.33g »58.77
—
O.o^lf i5f.8T3 O.oZS &07
i4 ^^OO- I3o,46o,<9o. 5b.33f 58.8efi O.H9 iiZMZ ®.s2t 0.147
16 -f2foo-^5ot> <3«.48o,i9!?. 3t.3Z6
- .—
58.853 0. <1)5 5<>5.{7Z <5.061/'
— - —■ ' ' ■ ■" {
0.155 :
1G f6w ?-\ (io.f9f^. Zoo 0.o'j5 {55.6^ 0.043 ^
1
0,059 :
IT <iot>- f7ot) 27 <(o,l9o,2oo. ii3zl 58.895 423.322 0.C19 o.o54 :
W ■/7»® - fgco 2t 1io,f9o.Zto.fio.
}LiZ*f' 58.8t5 «5.o8l> f59-56 O.oZf «5.o84 ;
3t /60.4BO. ^i3Z 56.639 o.o99 O.049 0.oS7 i
Z) 35 HO ,490. Zw, f>«.4eo. ^L5o8 58.6<J o.f53 w.m 0,404 ©.112 »
Jt/ Zoco'JJfp^ 39 Ho.lV,**,4«o.
6i3Z4
1 / 
5d.65Z 0,045 eU9Z o.©35 0.027 ;
;^f©o-;?2©& UZ iioAio,7»,460. 3b.3Z3 58.83«f o.t>9Z ITi.zxs 0.0^9
1
0.06
3o 4lo,/^,Zoo,400. it.B3 58.82^ O.fiS Z50.Z65 0.0 94
0.097 '
H 20 f5o,46o 3t.323 58-8Sf 1 0.055
!
40I.90I 0.04J 0.027






















































































































Table 6 Position Fix Accuracy With Satellite 
Elev/ation From 30“ to CO**
(WAGNAUOX, MALnd)
Q-.N.T. No.0f Sdelll+s' Mecut Posl-Kon . R95 M95 C,±)
Na
Ftom- To Obs. Nu/mbC't' L0n4.CE) N.M. Me1<wrs u+.
1 0000-0^00 Z 36.33 50.84 0 0 0
Z oioo-ojloo NO —
•
— — —
3 0J100-030O Z 190, 36.3Z5 58.843 0.0 Z7 49.003 O.oiB 0.041
_4 o30o-o4oo 4 190, 36.3Z3 58.858 0.0 3Z 50.77/ o.oz-9 O.ol0
5 o4 00-0500 9 no. mm 36.3Z4 58.863 0.043 80.461 0.0 ir o.o7;S
6 0500-o6w 19 ItO, 190.ZO0 5L3Z5 58.838 0.054 100.390 0.017 o.©9^.
T o6&o-o7’oo 10 1tO,mZDO 3bM^ 58.813 0.046 85657 0.0I8 o.©76
a ofoo-o8oo 11 110, ZOO, 36.3Z8 58.789 0.044 80.741 o.oZJ 0.066
9 ©800-0900 14 130. 36.’3Z6 50.844 0.057 105.80 0.0ZI 0.095
10 0900-(000 9 130,480, 36.33 58.869 o.ozg 54.552 o.ol6 0.045
11 I000-II00 8 130,480, 36.339 50.796 0.094 173.063 o.o69 0.11
12 (loo-lZoo 14 130,490. 36.3Z6 56796 0.038 69.873 o.oiS 0,051
13 1Zoo-t3oo 4 (3o,m 36.3^ 5sh 0.03Z 59.5sr o.oog 0.055
14 f5oo-<4oo NO — —
15 1400-1500 1 190, »
16 15oo^l6oo 6 190. 36.3Z8 58.9(2 0.037 60.6Z6 0.031 0.033
17 1600-1700 9 1iO,190,ZOO. 58.ra 0.073 (BS.5/^ 0.013 0.133
18 lroo'1800 13 HO. 190. zoo. 36.3^5 58.844 0.058 108.143 o.oZ 0.09s
19 1000-1900 11 110,190, ZOO. 36.3ZZ 58.843 0.054 99.492 O.o3 0.079
ZO 1900-;5)00 5 110, ZOO, 36.3Z^ 50.798 0.046 83.94 o.oir Qo77
t\ ^£)00-Z100 14 110.130,200,480, 3t.3Z4 50.03»f O.O30 69.506 O.0Z8 0.043
Zt tA 00 -^Zoo IZ 130.480, 31.3Z3 .50.84 0.037 60.94Z O.oiQ 0.O57
Z3 tZjQO-Zboo 9 130.480, 36.314 58.817 0.1 Z5 Z5aU9 o.ogi o.j49
23oo-Z4oo 8 130,480, 36.34 58.'846 0.04 74.653 o.oUT' O.O5Z
• To'I'o-l :
Zb 1 0000-Z4oo l/fO/L 1 NO. 130, m 1174 I 2oo,A80. 1 36.3z6 50.835 0.062










































Reduction of Systematic Error Caused by Ellipsoid 
Datum References
3.1. The World Geodetic System of 1972 (WGS-72)
If a high accuracy of position fix is to be ob­
tained, it is necessary to know precisely the 
systematic error caused by ellipsoid datum refer­
ences. It is important to realize that charts are 
draujn and positions are defined ujith respect to 
a local reference datum. In the past each country 
has adopted its ou;n charting datum based on a 
specific knoujn location and a giuen ellipsoid. In 
China, ue use the Chinese Datun-, in Europe, the 
European Datum, in t!ie United States, the North 
Amierican Datum, etc. Different ellipsoids have 
been used by the countries so that positional 
errors have often been introduced uihen changing 
from one datum to another.
This difference can be of the order of several 
hundred metres, and can be analyzed u/hen plotting 
a large number of position fixes obtained while 
a vessel is in port. (Sea Fig.'B,7.,B andlO )
The Transit System currently uses the World Geo 
detic System of 1972 (WGS—72). As a result, the 
same reference marker will have a different set 
of latitude and longitude coordinates in each 
reference datum. Apparent differences of 1/2 
Kilomet r occur in some locations. (4)
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A U/orld Spheroid may not fit the earth very ujell 
at any one location, but WGS-72 Spheroid is the 
"best fit" to the li/GS-72 geoid. But the WGS-B5 
geoid has been used, it has only a slight chang­
ed in data.
3.2. Datum Shift Constents
The co.rdinate differences between two datums 
can be resolved by knowledge of three offset 
parameters and the si^e and shape of each sph­
eroid. First is the ax. Ay, a z offset between 
the center of the two shperoids. The size and 
shape of each spheroid are defined by the semi­
major axis (a) end by the flattening coeffi­
cient (f). (See annex C.)
Annas C lists datum shift constants which can 
be used in converting from various datums to 
’iJiG3-72 or inverse.
3.3. Coordinates Transformation Formulas
Annex D gik/es the formulas used to transform co
odinates from WGS-72 position to chart datum po 
sition
3.4. The computer program used in calculating the 
shift from u/GS-72 geoid to local geoid.
3.4.1.The program (PRlA)
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See Fig.13. Flow chart of program PRIA, in detail 
see annex B1,PR1A.
3.4.2. The results of calculated shift of v/arious obser­
vation positions. See table 7.
3.5. Reduction of Systematic Error.
(See Fig. 14,15,16,17,18,19)
These figures show the coordinate transformation 
from liiGS—72 to charted position at several obser­
vational stations,
Where:
O The mean position calculated by the 
computer program (PR5A-L133) (UiGS-coordi- 
nates)
® The mean position shifted from O 
(WGS) by calculated Lat. shift and Long, 
shift (See table 5) to local datum.
0 The receivers antenna position in 
local datum.
These figures indicate that the systematic errors 
Caused by ellipsoid datum references of several 
observational stations have been reduced. The dis­
tance and direction between @ and 0 are caused 
by other systematic errors.
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X9?r(N9+H9) COS (B9) CDS (L9) 








(continue on next pocje)
Fig.13 Flow Chart of Program PRIA
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A9= a WGS (m) A8= a Local (m)
E9= e UGS E8= e Local
F9= f UGS F8= f Local
B9= Lat. WGS ‘ B8*= Lat, Local
L9= Long.li/GS L8= Long,Local
N9= N UJGS(m) NB=I\1 Local (m)
H9= h WGS (tn) H8=h Local (m)
X9=X liiGS X8=X Local
Y9=Y WGS Y8=Y Local
Z9=Z WGS Z8=Z Local
X7=A X, ■-< II l> •< Z7= A Z
D=lG0/(4xATN (l))
Talbe 7 The Shifts of Obsurued Static Position 
MALmO ( Uif'iu)
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF WGB 298.26 
reciprocal OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL 297 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF WGS IN METERS 6378435 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF LOCAL POSITION 6378388 
LATITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. 55 36.323
LONGITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. 12 58.633
GEOID HEIGHT +HEIGHT OF ANTENNA IN METERS 53 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS Bh 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF Y AXIS 102 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF 2 AXIS 122
RESULTS
LATITUDE 55 36.35LONGITUDE 12 58.9LAT SHIFT . 67.8 metres
LONG. SHIFT 8D.19 metres
. AMSTERDAM ( THE NETHERLANDS)
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF WGS 296.26 RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL 297 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF WGS IN METERS 6376135 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF LOCAL POSITION 6378368 
i-ATITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. 52 27. £85
LONGITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. 5 2.456 .
GEOID HEIGHT +HEIGHT OF ANTENNA IN METERS 42 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS S3 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF Y AXIS 109 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF Z AXIS 122
RESULTS
LATITUDE 52 27.63
LONGITUDE 5 -2.54LAT SHIFT 89.61 metros
LONG. SHIFT IDO.68 metres
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DALIAN (CMINA)
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF WGS 298.2c> 
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL 297 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF WGS IN METERS 6S7fca35 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF LOCAL POSITION 6378388 LATITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. 38 52.031
LONGITUDE OF WGS .'IN DEGR. AND MIN. 121 31.21GEOIO HEIGHT +HEIGHT OF ANTENNA.IN METERS A3 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS 131 ORIGIN OFFSET OF Y AXIS 3A7 
.ORIGIN OFFSET OF Z AXIS 0
RESULTSLATITUDE 38 52
LONGITUDE 121 31LAT SHIFT -53.28 metres LONG. SHIFT -292.16 metres
KINGS POINT (U.S.A.)
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF WGS 296.26 RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL 29A.996 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF WGS IN METERS 6378135 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF LOCAL POSITION 6378206.A 
LATITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. AO A8.75 
LONGITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. 73 A5.6A
6E0ID HEIGHT +HE1GHT OF ANTENNA IN METERS -8 ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS 22 - ' '




LAT SHIFT 195.63 metresLONG. SHIFT -6Ai62 metres
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GDY^\IIA (POLAND)
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF WGS 298.26 
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL 297 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF WGS IN.METERS 6^76135 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF LOCAL POSITION 6376388 
LATITUDE OF' wGS IN DE6R. AND MIN. 5A 31 
LONGITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. IS 33 
6E0ID HEIGHT +HEI6HT OF ANTENNA IN METERS AS 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS 61 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF Y.AXIE IDS 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF 2 AXIS 12S
RESULTS
LATITUDE 5A 31.03 
LONGITUDE 18 33.06
LAT SHIFT 69.36 metres 
LONG. SHIFT 73-A7 metrSs
HDNGKONG
RECIPROCAL OF FLA,fTENlNG OF WGS 296.26 
RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL 297 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF WGS IN METERS 6376135 • 
SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF LOCAL POSITION 63763S8 
, LATITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. . 22 18.2S6
LONGITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. 11A ID.779 
GEOID HEIGHT i-HEIGHT OF ANTENNA IN METERS 33.A 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS 6A • .
ORIGIN OFFSET OF Y AXIS 103 
ORIGIN OFFSET OF Z AXIS 127
RESULTS
LATITUDE 22 1S.3A
LONGITUDE llA 10.7LAT SHIFT 1S9.59 metres












No. of Obiervafions = 7£3 (Magna^voX—1142)
55 36.25 N 1
J£*56.>£ 50.8
Flg.M Coordinate Transformation from ycof^i 













-No. of Observ«.+:oiis= -11 (Nava+a*- 601-s)
~X 5
*9 Coordinate Transformation from UBS-72 






















Fig. i6 Coordinate Transformation from li/GS-72 
to Charted Position in Dalian.












Fig.17 Coordinate Transformation from UGS-72 














1833.'3 E 334 33.5 33.6 33.7
Fig,1,8 Coordinate Transformation from UG5-72 

















Fig.1.9 Coordinate Transformatiori from WGS-72 
to Charted Position in Hongkong,
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Conclusion
The data has been obtained by operation of TRANSIT 
Satellite Navigation Receivers of four different types 
in five countries and regions. The accuracy of such 
data has been analyzed through application of proces­
sing and calculation.
Generally speaking, analyses on the position fix ac­
curacy revealed in other sources shou that the accu­
racy (single frequency satellite navigation receiver) 
is about R95=D.2n.m. Its safe to say that the .accu­
racy of position fix varies with different types of 
satellite navigation receivers being applied at diff ■ 
ferent satellite elevations and observations at dif­
ferent times and sea areas.
From this analysis which was carried out with sta­
tionary receivers at known locations it follows:
a) Ionospheric disturbances produce large errors for 
either very low and very high elevations.
b) Ionospheric disturbances have largest influence 
during daytime.
c) The quality of the processor used in satellite 
navigation receivers differs with the price. High 
priced receivers perform better than the medium 
or low priced receivers.
d) The necessary coordinate shift from li/GS-72 to 
local datum can amount to large values.
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Therefore, the outcome of the above calculations 
serves as a reference only. A sea-going officer should 
be quite sure of the degree of accuracy under dif­
ferent circumstances, so that the captain can, to a 
great extent, make the right decisions according to 
the changing situation at sea, and as a result, effec-
tive m easures c an b e taken for en suring safe naviga
tion.
It sheuld be mentio ned her e again th at where necess
ary one should corr Bct geo rdetic coc rdinates when
fixing position on a chart due to th e fact that dif
ferent geodetic sy s terns ar e ap-li ed at different se
areas.
It is suggested , th erefore , tha o in heavy tra ding
areas, shift of geo detic system‘a lid lu'GS-72 us ed at
port o f departu re. at the port of deistination and
other important sea areas should be calculate d well
in advance. If corr ection is promptly made, b etter
accura cy of shi p pc sition is maintai ned.
Because there is a limitation of range or accuracy in 
Omega System and other Navigation Aids, the TRANSIT 
Satellite Navigation System is the only effective 
one of the world-wide navigations systems. This case 
will extend the deadline until NAUSTAR, the new Glo- 
bai Position System (GPS) becomes operational 
end of 198B or later.
But a ten-year overlap period from the time NAUSTAR
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becomes operational will allow users to operate TRAN­
SIT equipment before hav/ing to purchase NAUSTAR equip­
ment. The ten-year overlap also will give time for 
NAUSTAR manufacturers to develop, improve, and produce 
a sufficient range of equipment to serve the many ex­
pected applications. Thus, I feel certain that TRAN­
SIT will continue to provide its most useful service
until at 1 east 1995 or later •
►
The position fix ac curacy of GPS in present study;
a) The GP S fixes a re fre e from the ships velocity
errors and the GPS-NA USTAR r ece iver will provide
twi ce the TRANSIT sys tern acc uracy.(5)
b) The re suiting ra n dcj m ran ge e rro r is characterized
by O', which is equal to the square root'of the
sum of all part i al Vari ance c>— • (f is indicated r
by UERE (User E quival ent Range Error). UERE=15.3
met res .(B)
c) In the fully op eratis • =al sta ge of the GPS (18 SU)
it is expected that GDOP (Geometrie Dilution of
Precis ion) will be B in the wor st Case and so
accura cy of GPS=R95 better than1 180 metres,(7)
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Notes
(1) ’’TRANSIT Satellite Position System” page B-15 
By Prof. J.H.Mulders
(2) Radio Aids, 1981 Cha,)ter 8, page 19
(3) Supplyed by Container Ship UDYAGER of SEA-LAND
U.S.A.
(а) The TRANSIT Navigation Satellite System (Magnavox) 
by Thomas A. Stansell
(5) Handout of Satellite Navigation System. Page 5-29 
by Prof, M.Jurdzinski
(б) TRANSIT Satellite Position System. Page 6-19 
by Prof. J.H.Mulders




A . Results Df Observations in Uarious Stations
A1 Results'Of Observations (Raysat-lOO) in Malmb 
(729 Fixes)
A2 Results Of Observations (FiAGNA\/DX-llA2) in 
Malmb (728 Fixes)
A3 • Results Of Observations (JLE-3A00) in Dalian 
(98 Fixes)
A4 Results Of Observations (Navidyne-AOOO) in 
Kings Point (114 Fixes)
A5 Results Of Observations (F.agnevox-1104) in 
FiITAG5 (100 Fixes)
AB Results Of Observations (plagnavox-1102) in 
Hongkong (17 Fixes)
A7 Results Of Observations (Mavstar EOl—S) in 
The [\leth_rlands (11 Fixes)
B Computer Programs
B1 PRIA (SHIFT)
B2 PRO (Satnav Input Program)
B3 0UT2
B4 L193 (Converting from f'lagnavox Data to Calcu­
lating File)
B5 L199 (Converting from Raysat Data to Calcula­
ting File)
BB PR2A (Input Data )




(Geodetic Datum to'WGS 1972)
The Earth/The Geoid/Ellipsoids.









MO RAYS .026 -.089 .093
' MO RAYS .016 .051 .054
MO RAYS -.014 .051 .053
MO KAYS .076 .161 .179
MO RAYS -.064 -.009 .064
MO RAYS -.024 -.049 .054
MO RAYS • .016 -.369 .369
■ MO RAYS .026 -.069 .074
MO RAYS -.014 -.029 .032
MO KAYS .016 .071 .073
MO RAYS -.004 .051 .051
MO KAYS -.024 .001 .023
MO RAYS • .116 .041 .124
MO RAYS -.004 .051 .051
MO RAYS .016 .041 .044
MO KAYS .026 -.009 .028
MO RAYS -.164 .051 .171
MO KAYS .036 -.059 .069
MO RAYS -.004- -.029 .029
MO RAYS .026 -.009 .028
MO. RAYS .006 .031 .032
MO RAYS .026 -.029 .039
MO RAYS .016 .031 .035
MO RAYS t.004 -.009 .009
MO RAYS .026 .121 .124
MO RAYS .006 -.029 .029
MO RAYS .016 .031 .035
MO RAYS ..006 .041 .042
MO RAYS -.174 -.209 .271
MO KAYS -.004 -.039 .039
MO . RAYS .086 -.199 .217
MO RAYS .046 .051 .069
MO RAYS -.044 .081 .092
MO KAYS .036 .001 .037
MO RAYS .016 .041 .044
MO RAYS .016 .311 .312
MO RAYS .026 .031 .041
MO • RAYS .066 .021 .07
MO RAYS .066 .021 .07
MO KAYS .016 .031 .035
MO RAYS .036 .141 .146
MO KAYS .036 .141 .146
HO RAYS .026 .011 .029
MO RAYS -.084 • .021 .086
MO RAYS -.004 .001 .004
HO KAYS .026 .001 .027
. MO RAYS .006 -.009 .011
■MO KAYS -.014 .161 .182
MO RAYS .036 .081 .089
•MO KAYS -.004 .041 .041
HO RAYS -.034 -.009 .035
. MO KAYS .026 -.099 .102
HO RAYS .026 .131 .134
MO RAYS -.004 -.099 .099
HO RAYS .116 .291 .314










286.7 75 11 12 10 64 07 03 04 . 1
72.1 72 20 12 10 84 07 15 25 2
104.7 17 19 12 10 84 07 47 39 • 3
64.6 11 48 12 10 84 06 22 35 4
187.8 17 .13 12 10 84 08 43 04 5
244.3 28 11 12 10 64 09 01 04 6
272.6 44 48 12 10 84 10 13 32 7
291.1 68 13 12 10 64 iO 39 46 8
.244.9 54 48 12 10 64 12 02 28 9
76.9 31 13 12 10 64 12 15 46 10
93.8 14 46 12 10 64 13 49 39 ii
176.9 7 13 12 10 64 14 04 42 12
19.5 10 19 12 10 84 14 39 11 13
93.8 37 19 12 10 84 16 16 07 • 14
68.1 28 20 12 10 84 18 05 04 15
341.8 7 13 12 10 84 19 40 42 16
162.6 70 20 12 10 84 19 53 53 17
301.9 16 48 12 10 64 20 49 04 16
263.2 31 13 12 10 64. 21 30 00 19
341.8 61 48 12 10 84 22 36 28 20
78.2 67 13 12 10 84 23 17 04 21
312.8 17 13 13 10 64 01 02 35 22
62.1 16 19 13 10 84 . .03 24 07 23
248.4 73 19 13 10 84 05 12 28 24
77.6 29 20 13 10 84 06 07 04 25
282.9 29 19 13 10 84 06 58 35 26
62.1 70 20 13 10 84 07 52 00 27
81 7 19 13 10 64 •06 42 42 26
230.3 60 13 13 10 84 11 25 04 29
264.9 67 48 13 10 64 11 39 46 30
293.5 14 13 13 10 84 13 13 39 31
47.8 18 48 13 10 84 13 27 11 32 .
118.1 21 19 13 10 84 15 34 35 33
2 12 20 13 10 64 16 58 07 34
68.1 61 19 13 10 84 17 15 04 35
67 52 20 13 10.64 18 45 04 36
49.7 61 11 13 10 84- 20 26 35 37
17.7 13 48 13 10 64 20 49 04 36
17.7 26 11 13 10 84 22 13 32 39
62.1 48 48 13 10 64 22 27 18 40
75.5 72 13 14 10 84 00 02 28 41
75.5 39 19 14 10 84 03 41 18 42.
23 13 20 14 10 64 04 59 39 43
165.7 23 11 14 10 64 05 25 32 44
159.5 55 19 ‘ 14 10 84 06 09 04 45
2.8 52 20 14 10 64 06 43 32 46
307 86 11 14 10 64 07 35 39 47
‘ 94.2 14 19 14 10 84 07 54 07 46' 65.8 39 20 14 10 84 06 26 35 49
94.8 20 13 14 10 64 08 49 32 50
194.6 27 48 14 10 64 09 27 32 51
285.1 9 20 14 10 64 10 16 14 52
• 78.6 80 13 14 10 64 10 35 04 53
268 4 11 14 10 64 ID 46 49 54
68.2 82 48 14 10 64 11 17 25 55
85.4 26 13 14 10 84 12 22 35 56
59
PLACE REC. LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE TIME NUMBER
TYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. EL NO. Y.M.D. GMT
HO RAYS .016 -.009 .019 332.3 42 19 28 10 84' 17 18 DO 449
MO RAYS .016 -.049 .051 266.6 52 19 26 10 64 18 46 07 450
no RAYS -.05 A -.479 .462 263.6 52 11 26 10 64 19 08 07 451
HO HAYS -.OAA -.019 .047 203.3 9 13 26 10 84 20 iO 28 452
'MO RAYS .026 -.029 .039 312.8 57 20 28 10 64 20 37 04 453
■ MO HAYS .026 -.019 .032 324.6 37 13 26 10 84 20 58 07 454
MO RAYS -.014 .011 .016 140 14 20 ■ 28 10 84 21 56 00 455
MO HAYS .006 .121 .121 66.9 79 46 28 10 64 22 24 28 458
HO RAYS -.016 -.009, .019 332.3 56 13 28 10 84 23 47 32 457
MO HAYS .016 -.009 .019 332.3 15 13 29 10 84 00 09 39 458
. MO RAYS .096 .051 .109 28 20 19 29 10 84 02 31 39 459
MO HAYS .026 .001 .027 2.8 9 20 29 10 84 03 37 11 480
MO RAYS ^.134 .001 .133 179.4 15 11 29 10 84 03 49 48 481
MO RAYS .516 .331 .614 32.7 61 19 29 10 64 04 19 32 482
MO RAYS .016 .111 .113 61.5 36 20 29 10 64 05 20 35 483
MO HAYS -.004 .011 .012 107 60 11 29 10 84 05 35 11 484
MO RAYS -.004 .151 .151 91.3 26 19 29 ID 64 08 05 39 485
. MO RAYS -.004 -.019 .019 ■259.6 11 13 29 ID 84 07 00 42 488
MO RAYS -.064 -.019 .066 196.4 36 11 29 10 64 07 22 07 487
MO HAYS .016 -.059 .061 285.7 6 19 29 10 64 07 49 53 488
MO RAYS .016 -.179 .179 275.3 43 13 29 10 84 06 45 32 489
MO HAYS -.004 -.009 .009 246.4 46 48 29 10 84 09 12 •57 470
: MO RAYS .016 -.039 .042 293.2 51 13 29 ID 84 10 32 35 471
MO RAYS -.014 .001 .014 174.5 50 48 29 10 84 11 01 32 472
MO RAYS .016 .091 .093 79.7 12 13 29 ID 84 12 21 04 473
MO RAYS .066 .151 .165 66.3 13 48 29 10 84 12 48 35 474
MO RAYS . -.024 .031 .039 126.6 23 19 29 10 64 14 41 39 475
MO HAYS .036 -.009 .036 346.6 15 20 29 10 84 18 12 35 478
• MO RAYS .026 .021 .034 38.7 87 19 29 ID 84 18 38 35 477
MO HAYS -.004 -.139 .139 268.6 65 20 29 ID 64 17 59 04 478
MO . RAYS .036 .031 .046 40.6 22 19 29 ID 84 18 15 11 479
MO RAYS -.004 -.019 .019 259.6 76 11 29 ID 64 19 44 00 460
MO RAYS .026 .071 .076 69.6 31 20 29 10 64 20 10 07 461
MO HAYS .026 .071 .076 69.6 8 20 29 10 84 21 27 11 482
MO RAYS -.054 .051 .074 136.2 25 13 29 ID 84 23 20 07 483
MO HAYS .066 .001 .087 .9 6 13 30.10 84 01 15 39 484
MO RAYS .116 .121 .168 46.1 11 19 30 10 84 01 40 21 485
MO RAYS -.144 .121 .168 139.8 46 19 30 ID 84 03 01 39 468
MO RAYS .016 .011 .02 34.3 16 20 30 10 84 04 13 11 487
MO RAYS -.054 .021 .056 158.3 32 11 . 30 10 84 04 48 28 488
MO RAYS -.004 .051 .051 ,93.8' 49 19 30 10 64 05 18 07 489
MO RAYS .016 -.019 .025 V311.5 65 20 30 10 84 05 57 04 490
MO RAYS -.004 .051 .051 ;93.8 ■66 11 30 10 64 08 32 35 491
MO RAYS -.004 -.049 .049 266 12 19 30 10 64 08 58 35 492
MO RAYS -.004 .021 .022 99.2 31 20 30 ID 84 '07 42 35 493
. . MO . RAYS •-.004 .001 .004 159.5 24 13 30 10 84 07 58 21 494
MO RAYS -.014 -.149 .149 264.6 16 11 30 10 64 08 20 35 495
MO RAYS -.014 .011 .018 140 36 48 30 10 64 08 50 00 498
V MO RAYS .026 . -.059 .064 294.3 7 20 30 10 84 09 30 14 497
MO HAYS .016 -.009 .019 332.3 88 13 30 10 84 09 42 14 498
MO RAYS -.054 -1.269
1.29 267.6 63 46 30 10 64 10 38 57 499
MO RAYS .026 .061 .067 66.6 22 13 ■ 30 10 84 11 30 07 500
no RAYS -.004 .131 .131 91.5 16 46 30 ID 84 12 28 07 501
HO KAYS .006 .071 .072 84.7 4 13 30 10 64 13 19 48 502■ MO RAYS .246 .601 .65 ;.67.7 13 19 30 10 84 13 52 35 503













MO RAYS .016 .Ill .113 61.5 ID 13 07 11 84 11 58 07
HEAN POS. 36.363 58.909
R95 . 25 run IN METERS 462.908
«95 lat. +/- .166




A2 Results of Dbserv/ations (nagnavox-1142) in rHalmo (728 Fixes)
PLACE REC. LAT LON POB. POB. BAT. DATE TIME NUMBER
TYPE PIF. PIF. DIB DIN. EL NO. Y.M.D. GMT
MO MAGN .006 -.004 .008 333.2 63 19 12 10 84 06 02 28 1
. HO MAGN .006 -.034 .034 281.4 74 11 12 10 84 07 03 04 2
' HO MAGN -.OOA .126 .127 91.5 69 20 12 10 84 07 15 25 3
• MO MAGN .026 -.054 .06 296.6 16 19 12 10 84 07 47 39 4
. MO MAGN .016 .056 .059 73.5 11 48 12 10 64 08 22 35 5
,-MO MAGN . . -.004 . .026 .027 97 17 13 12 10 84-. V 08 43 04 6
. MO MAGN -.014 -.054 .055 256.1 28 20 12 10 84 09 01 04 7
MO MAGN -.016 '.046 .05 70.2 43 48 12 10 84 ID 13 32 6
MO MAGN .046 -.014 .049 344 6 11 12 10 84 10 39 46 9
MO MAGN .006 -.014 .015 296.7 52 48 12 10 84 12 02 28 .10
MO MAGN .006 -.014 .015 296.7 33 13 12 10 84 ' 12 15 46 11
MO MAGN -.014 -.104 .104 262.7 14 48 12 10 84 13 49 39 12
MO MAGN • -.004 -.154 .153 268.8 6 13 12 10 84 14 04 42 13
MO MAGN -.044 .176 .182 103.8 11 19 12 10 84 14 39 11 14
MO MAGN -.024 .046 .052 116.5 9 11 12 10 84 16 16 07 15
MO MAGN .006 .036 .037 79.5 38 11 12 10 84 18 05 04 16
MO MAGN .036 -.064 .073': 300.1 8 13 12 10 84 19 40 42 17
MO MAGN .016 .016 .024!* 44.7 71 20 12 10 84 19 53 53 18
MO MAGN -.024 -.004 .023 188.4' 16 48 12 10 84 20 49 04 19
MO MAGN .006 -.014 .015 296.7 34 13 12 10 84. 21 30 00 20
MO MAGN .006 -.014 .015 296.7 59 48 12 10 84 22 36 26 21
MO MAGN .006 .036 .037 79.5 65 13 12 10 84 23 17 04 22
MO MAGN .016 .036 .04 65.4 17 13 13 10 84 01 02 35 23
MO MAGN .016 -.004 .017 348.5 17 19 13 10 84 03 24 07. 24
MO MAGN .006 .046 .047 81.7 71 19 13 10 84 05 12 28 25
MO MAGN .006 .006 .009 44.2 29 20 13 10 84 06 07-04 26
MO MAGN .006 -.044 .044 278.8 29 19 13 10 84 06 58 35 27
MO MAGN .016 .006 .018 21.4 69 20 • 13 10 84 07 52 00 28
MO MAGN .016 -.094 .095 280.2 6 19 13 10 84 08 42 '42 29
MO MAGN .026 .026 .038 44.8 59 13 13 10 84 11 25 04 30
MO MAGN .026 -.014 .03 . 333.4 65 48 13 10 84 11 39 46 31
MO MAGN .016 -.084 .085 ■ 281.4 15 13 13 10 84 13 13 39 32 .
MO MAGN .016 -.104 .105 279.2 18 48 13 10 84 13 27 11 33
MO MAGN .016 -.104 .105 279.2 23 19 13 ID 84 15 34 35 34
MO MAGN .016 .086 .088 79 14 20 13 10 84 16 58 07 35
MO MAGN -.004 .076 .077 •. 92.4 22 11 13 10 84 17 15 04 36
MO MAGN .006 .036 .037 79.5 53 20 13 10 84 16 45 04 37
MO MAGN -.014 .006 .015 153.6 13 48 13 10 84 20 26 35 38
,,MO MAGN .006 -.024 .024 286.1 27 11 13 10 84 20 49 04 39
MO MAGN .006 -.014 .015 296.7 47 48 13 10 84 22 13 32 40
MO MAGN .016 .056 .059 73.5 73 13 13 10 64 22 27 18 41
MO MAGN .006 .006 .009 44.2 49 48 14 10 64 00 02 26 42
MO MAGN -.004 .036 .037 95.1 5 11 14 10 84 03 41 18 43
MO MAGN -.004 .016 .017 101.1 13 20 14 10 64 04 59 39 44
MO MAGN -.004 .036 .037 95.1 24 11 14 10 84 05 25 32 45
MO MAGN .006 -.034 .034 281.4 52 19 14 10 84 06 09 04 46
MO MAGN -.004 .016 .017 101.1 50 20 14 10 84 06 43 32 47
MO MAGN .046 -.024 .052 333.4 ' 6 48 14 10 84 07 35 39 48
MO MAGN .046 -.054 .071 . 311.2 13 19 14 10 84 07 54 07 49
MO MAGN -.004 -.054 .054 266.5 39 20 14 ID 64 08 28 35 50
- HO MAGN -.004 .046 .047 94 21 13 14 10 84 06 49 32 51
MO MAGN .006 .046 .047 61.7 28 48 14 10 84 09 27 32 52
MO MAGN .006 -.124 .124 273.1 9 20 14 10 84 10 16 14 53 -
MO MAGN -.004 -.164 .163 268.9 78 13 14 10 64 10 35 04 54
. HO MAGN .066 -.024 .071 340.7 5 11 14 10 84 ID 48 49 55
MO MAGN -.024 .346 .347 93.8 80 48 14 10 64 11 17 25 56
62
PLACE REC. . LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE TIME NUMBER
TYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. EL NO. Y.M.D. GMT
MO MAGN ~.OOA .056 .057 93.3 27 13 24 ID 84 20 23 25 337
MO MAGN .016 -.004 .017 348.5 17 11 24 10 64' 20 42 07 336
MO MAGN .006 .006 .009 44.2 53 46 24 10 64 21 40 28 339
MO MAGN -.074 -.104 .127 234.7 6 20 24 10 64 21 54 42 340
MO MAGN -.074 .056 .093 . 142.3 60 13 24 10 64 22 11 04 341
MO MAGN -.074 .056 .093 142.3 22 13 25 10 64. 23 56 35 342
' MO MAGN -.054 -.134 .144 248.2 4 13 25 10 64* 01 40 49 343
MO MAGN -.006 -.004 .008 333.2 12 19 25 ID 64 02 17 39 344
MO MAGN .006 .036 .037 79.5 53 19 25 10 64 04 06 00 345
MO MAGN -.004 .016 .017 101.1 19 20 25 10 64 04 40 35 346
MO MAGN -.004 .036 .037 95.1 38 11. 25 10 64 05 18 28 347
MO MAGN .016 -.054 .056 287.4 35 19 25 10 84 05 52 07 348
MO MAGN . -.014 .006 .015;) 153.6 71 20 25 10 84 06 24 35 349
MO MAGN .016 -.044 .047^ 291.1 56 11 25 10 64 07 04 57 350
MO MAGN -.024 -.084 .087 254.4 8 19 25 ID 64 07 37 11 351
MO MAGN -.004 -.034 .034 264.5 30 20 25 10 64 06 10 35 352
MO MAGN . -.004 .056 .057 93.3 30 13 25 10 64 06 32 35 353
MO MAGN .006 -.084 .084 2T4.6 7 20 25 10 84 09 58 14 354
MO MAGN .016 .036 .04 65.4 74 13 25 10 84 10 18 35 355
MO MAGN .016 .106 .108 81.1 72 48 25 10 84 10 44 00 356
MO MAGN .016 .106 .108 81.1 20 13 25 10 64 12 06 35 357
MO MAGN .026 -.104 .107 284.5 20 48 25 10 84 12 31 32 358
MO MAGN .096 ■ .026 .1 15.4 3 13 25 10 84’ 13 56 49 359
MO MAGN .016 .126 .128 82.5 17 19 ■ 25 10 84 14 28 35 360
MO MAGN .026 .136 .139 78.9 8 20 25 10 64 15 29 46 361
MO MAGN .016 .076 .078 77.7 65 19 25 10 84 16 14 28 362
MO MAGN .006 -.054 .054-. 277.2 33 19 25 10 84 18 01 32 363
MO MAGN .006 .036 .037 79.5 70 20 25 10 64 19 03. 32 364
MO MAGN -.054 -.054 .075 225.1 7 19 25 10 84 19 50 14 365
MO MAGN ' -.004 -.004 .005 226.5 20 20 25 10 84 20 47 39 366
MO, MAGN .006 .016 .018 67.8 42 46 25 10 64 21 16 DO 367
MO MAGN .076 .076 .108- 44.9 7 11 25 ID 64 21 36 14 366
MO MAGN 235.6 4 20 25 10 84 22 29 46 369
MO MAGN -.004 .046 .047 94 54 48 25 ID 84 23 06 28 370
MO MAGN -.054 -.084 .099 237.5 10 13 26 ID 64 00 52 14 371
MO MAGN -.014 .156 .157 94.8 4 11 26 10 64 02 45 46 372
MO MAGN .006 -.004 .008 333.2 28 19 26 ID 64 03 15 32 373
MO MAGN -.024 .026 .035 131.2 22 11 26 10 84 04 30 00 374
MO MAGN -.024 .026 .035 131.2 67 19 26 10 64 04 30 00 375
MO MAGN -.004 .076 .077 92.4 31 20 26 10 84 05 16 21 376
MO MAGN .006 -.054 .054 277.2 62 11 26 10 84 06 15 32 377
MO MAGN .006 -.054 .054 277.2 16 19 26 ID 84 06 48 07 376
MO MAGN .016 -.034 .037 296.6 . 69 20 26 10 84 07 01 18 379
MO MAGN .006 .006 .009 44.2 17 13 26 10 84 07 43 11 380
MO MAGN -.014 -.054 .055 256.1 27 11 26 10 84 08 03 04 381
HD MAGN .016 .006 .018 21.4 25 48 26 10 84 06 31 32 382
MAGN .006 -.074 .074 275.3 16 20 26 10 64 08 47 39 383
MO MAGN .036 -.024 .044 327.5 63 13 26 10 84 09 26 57 364
HO MAGN .016 -.004 .017 348.5 5 11 26 10 64 09 52 42 385 *
MO MAGN -.004 -.064 .064 267.1 35 13’ 26 10 64 11 16 07 386
MO MAGN .016 -.034 .037 296.6 25 48 26 10 84 12 09 04 387
HO MAGN -.004 -.084 .083 267.8 6 13 26 10 64 13 05 11 386
MO MAGN -.004 .146 .147 91.3 9 19 26 10 64 13 39 46 369
MO MAGN .016 .096 .098 60.2 36 19 26 10 64 15 24 35 390
MO MAGN .006 .086 .087 65.5 15 20 26 10 64 16 07 39 391
MO * MAGN .006 -.044 .044 276.6 59 19 26 10 64 17 11 04 392
63-
PLACE REC. LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE TIME N'JMB{
TYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIH. EL NO Y.M .D. GMT
MO MA6N -.02A .046 .052 116.5 4 13 05 11 84 17 26 49 673
MO MAGN -.DIA -.074 .075 259.6 22 19 05 11 84 17 45 32 674
MO MA6N .006 -.054 .054 277.2 70 11 05 11 84 18 00 42 675
MO MAGN .006 -.034 .034 281.4 52 20 05 11 84 18 44 57 676
MO MAGN -.02A .066 ,071 109.2 13 48' 05 .11 84 18 57 46 677
MO MAGN -.01^ .036 .039 109.9 13 05 11 84 19 16 35 676
MO • MAGN .006 -.014 .015 296.7 19 11 05 11 84 19 46 07 679
MO MAGN -.*044 -.034 .055 217.7 15 20 05 11 84 20 28 35 660
MO MAGN -.004 -.004. .005 226.5 47 48 05 11 84 20 44 57 661
MO MAGN .006 -.034 .034 261.4 82 13 ' 05 11 84 21 04 26 682
MO MAGN .006 -.074 .074 275.3 3 11 05 11 84 21 29 53 683
MO MAGN .056 -.044 .071 322.6 8 19 06 11 84 01 10 49 684
MO MAGN -.034 -.034 .047 225.2 9 11 06 11 .84 02 37 39 685
MO MAGN .006 .026 .027 75.7 40 19 06 11 64 02 59 04 686
MO MAGN -.004 .036 .037 95.1 35 11 06 11 84 04 22 28 687
MO MAGN .016 -.024 .029 305.6 47 19 06 11 84 04 46 07 688
MO MAGN -.004 .086 .087 92.1 44 20 06 11 84 04 57 25 669
MO MAGN -.004 .086 .067 92.1 5 13 06 11 84 05 42 14 690
MO MAGN -.004 -.084 .083 267.6 11 19 06 11 64 06 31 16 691
MO MAGN -.004 -.064 .064 267.1 52 20 06 11 84 06 42 49 692
MO MAGN -.014 .056 .058 103.2 24 13 06 11 ■ 64 07 26 35 693
MO MAGN -.014 -.124 .124 263.9 14 20 06 11 ^4 08 29 39 694
MO MAGN .006 .216 .217 66.2 80 48 06 11 84 09 48 28 695
MO MAGN .006 -.054 .054 277.2 24 13 06 11 84 11 00 07 696
MO MAGN .006 -.054 .054 277.2 22 46 06 11 64 11 36 00 697
MO MAGN .016 -.104 .105 279.2 5 13 06 11 64 12 49 46 696
MO MAGN . .016 .086 .068 79 48 19 06 11 84 15 08 00 699
MO MAGN .006 .136 .137 87.2 17 11 06 11 84 15 23 11 700
MO MAGN -.004 .126 .127 91.5 20 20 06 11 64 15 49 32 701
MO MAGN .016 -.074 .075 282.9 40 19 06 11 64 16 55 04 702
MO MAGN .006 .056 .057 83.2 67 11 06 11 84 17 11 11 703
MO MAGN .016 .036 .04 65.4 72 20 06 11 84 17 36 26 704
MO MAGN -.004 .036 .037 95.1 12 13 06 11 84 16 25 39 705
MO MAGN -.004 .036 .037 95.1 9 19 06 11 64 16 43 39 706
MO MAGN .006 -.044 .044 278.6 32 11 06 11 84 18 57 39 707
MO MAGN* .016 -.004 .017 34^.5 32 20 ' 06 11 64 19 21 04 706
MO MAGN .016 -.004 .017 346.5 46 13 06 11 84 20 14 28 709
MO MAGN .016 -.004 .01.7 348.5 8 11 06 11 64 20 42 14 710
MO MAGN .016 ■ -.034 .037 296.6 8 20 06 11 84 21 04 14 711
NO MAGN .006 -.014 .015 296.7 47 13 06 11 64 22 01 04 712
MO MAGN .016 .016 .024 44.7 12 13 06 11 84 23 46 07 713
MO MAGN -.014 -.014 .019 225.4 16. 48 07 11 84 00 01 04 714
MO MAGN -.004 .016 .017 101.1 21 19 07 11 84 02 08 35 715
MO MAGN -.014 .006 .015 153.6 20 11 07 11 84 03 34 07 716
MO MAGN -.004 .066 .067 92.8 20 20 07 11 84 03 49 39 717
MO MAGN .006 .036 .037 79.5 74 11 07 11 84 05 19 32 716
MO MAGN .006 -.054 .054 277.2 21 19 07 11 84 05 42 14 719
MO MAGN .006 .036 .037 79.5 13 13 07 11 84 06 37 11 720
HO MAGN .006 -.064 .064 276.1 29 11 07 11 84 07 07 04 721
MO MAGN .026 .036 .045 53.8 23 48 07 11 84 07 35 32 722
MO MAGN . .006 .016 .018 67.8 50 13 07 11 84 08 22 28 723
HO MAGN -.024 -.194 .195 263.1 6 11 07 11 84 08 56 42 724
• MO MAGN .016 -.104 .105 279.2 8 20 07 li 84 09 07 46 725
MO MAGN .016 -.104 .105 279.2 43 13 07 11 84 10 09 32 726
MO MAGN .026 -.054 .06 296.6 28 48 07 11 84 11 13 32 727





H95 lat. +/- 
M95 long. +/-
LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE









A3 Results of Observatians (JLE-5^0D) -in Dalian (9B Fixes)
PLACE PEC. LAT LON POS. POS. BAT. DATE Tll€ NUH8ER
TYPE DIF, DIF. DIS DIR. a NO. y.n.D. GHT
DL NAGN .02 .061 .065 75.8 24 140 630704 120000 1
OL flAGN -.06 .021 .063 159.7 56.2200 830704 120000 2
DL HAGN -.09 -.049 .101 208.3 46.5130 630704 120000 3
DL HAGN -.07 .291 .3 103.4 34.1480 830704 120000 4
DL HAGN -.06 .031 .067 151.7 26.9130 630704 120000 5
DL HAGN 0 -.139 .136 270.3 9.3 190 630704 120000 6
DL HA6N -.13 -.289 .316 245.8 45.6140 830704 120000 7
DL HAGN -.02 .151 .153 97.2 28 200 830704 120000 8
DL MAGN -.08 .001 .079 178.6 23.2480 830704 120000 9
DL HA6N .04 -.009 .042 348.6 45.6130 830704 120C00 10
DL HAGN -.09 .171 .194 117.4 59.5480 830704 120000 11
DL HAGN -.03 .101 .106 106 28.1130 830704 120000 12
DL HAGN -.03 • -.059 .065 243.2 20.4140 830704 120000 13
DL HAGN -.08 .021 .062 164,5 10.5200 630704 120000 14
DL HAGN .11 .201 .23 61.3 29.6480 830704 120000 15
DL HAGN .01 . -.139 .138 274.4 20.3130 830704 120000 16
DL HAGN 0 -.059 .058 270.7 46.9460 830704 120000 17
DL HAGN -.02 .061 .065 107.2 60.5130 630704 12CDD0 16
DL HAGN .06 -.259 .27 287.4 32.7190 830704 120000 19
DL HAGN .36 .121 .4 17.8 14.9200 830704 120000 20
DL HAGN .22 .371 .432 59.3 12.9200 630704 120000 21
DL HAGN .1 -.259 .277 291.3 16.4480 830704 120000 22
DL HAGN -.25 -.339 .42 233.6 24.4130 830704 120000 23
DL HAGN 0 .111 .112 89.6 63.4130 '830705 120000 24
DL HAGN -.07 .131 .149 117.7 12.5480 830705 120000 25
DL HAGN -.08 -.119 .142 236.1 31.4190 830705 120000 26
DL HAGN .05 -.139 .147 290.2 59.8140 830705 120000 27
DL HAGN -.06 .181 .191 lOS 33,3190 830705 120000 28
DL HAGN -.03 .051 .06 119.4 35.3200 830705 120000 29
DL HAGN .05 .001 .051 2.2 21.5480 830705 120000 30
DL HAGN .12 -.029 .124 346.9 61.2130 830705 120000 31
DL HAGN -.03 .011 .032 157.8 64.4460 830705 120000 32
DL HAGN -.13 .111 .171 139.1 20.5130 830705 120000 33
DL HAGN .16 -.039 .165 346.7 8.3 480 830705 1200C0 34
DL HAGN —.06 -.099 .115 236.6 13.6190 830705 120000 35
DL HAGN 0 .161 .162 69.7 54.4140 830705 120000 36
DL HAGN .09 -.049 .103 332.1 43.1200 830705 120000 37
DL HAGN -.07 -.069 .097 224.5 10.9480 830705 120000 38
DL HAGN -.03 .071 .078 112.2 7.2 130 8307C5 120000 39
DL HAGN -.07 -.399 .404 260.1 59.1130 830705 120000 40
DL HAGN -.12 .101 .157 139.5 18.1460 630705 120000 41
DL HAGN .09 -.009 .091 354.9 24.1130 830705 120000 42
DL HAGN .14 .071 .158 27.1 12.5190 830705 120000 43
DL HAGN .05 -.259 .263 261.1 24.6140 830705 120000 44
DL HAGN .01 .001 .011 10.3 10.1200 830705 120000 45
DL HAGN -.1 .071 .123 144.1 46.4140 830705 120000 46
DL HAGN -.04 -.009 .04 191.6 74.7200 8307[g 120000 47
DL HAGN .02 .221 .223 B4.7 66.1480 830705 120000 48
DL HAGN .01 .041 .043 75.7 46.3130 630706 120000 49
DL HAGN 0 -.079 .078 270.5 13.2460 830706 120000 50
DL HAGN .26 .391 .471 56.4 26.6130 830706 120C00 51
DL HAGN .01 .061 .063 60.2 48.5130 630706 120000 52
. DL HAGN 0 .091 .092 89.6 25.1460 830706 120000 53
DL HAGN -.12 -.059 .133 206 8.6 140 830706 120000 54
DL HAGN -.01 -.099 .098 264.6 41.4190 830706 120000 55
■ DL HAGN -.05 -.139 .147 250.4 71.2140 830706 120OX) 56
BB-
PLACE REC. LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE Tire NUHBER
Tvre DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. EL NO. Y.H.D. WT '
DL HA6N .11 -.149 .185 306.8 2.2190 830706 12fX)00 57
DL HAGN .07 .191 .205 69.8 16.7140 830706 120000 58
DL riA6N .02 .041 .047 63.7 54.3200 830706 120000 59
OL RA6N .OB .101 .13 51.6 10.2480 830706 120000 60
DL HAGN -.06 .031 .067 151.7 10.5130 830706 120000 61
DL HAGN -.04 . -.269 .291 262.2 70.2480 830706 120000 62
DL HAGN .02 -.229 .229 275.2 79.6130 830706 1200[» 63
DL HAGN .12 -.149 .191 309.2 19.2480 830706 120000 64
DL HAGN .32 -.079 .33 346.3 7.9 140 830706 120000 65
DL HAGN .13 -.039 .136 343.8 20.6200 830706 120000 66
DL HAGN -.03 .071 .078 112.2 18.8140 830706 120000 67
DL HAGN .03 -.419 .419 274.2 66.12tX) 830706 120000 66
DL HAGN .1 -.009 .101 355.4 10.8130 830706 120000 69
DL HAGN -.OB .061 .101 142 40.7480 830706 120000 70
DL HAGN .03 .151 .155 78.6 34.3480 830706 120000 71
DL HAGN .01 .021 .024 64 16.1130 830706 120000 72
DL HAGN -.03 -.029 .041 223.8 17.1190 830706 120000 73
DL HAGN -.03 -.089 .093 251.6 29.4140 830706 120000 74
DL HAGN -.05 -.199 .204 256 61.7190 830706 120000 75
DL HAGN -.11 -.009 .11 184.2 40.5140 830707 120000 76
DL HAGN' -.01 -.069 .069 262.2 48.4200 830707 120000 77
DL HAGN .03 -.009 .032 345.3 26.3200 830707 120CQ0 78
DL HAGN -.02 .061 .065 107.3 51.4480 830707 120000 79
DL HAGN -.04 -.069 .096 246 34.9130 830707 120000 80
DL HAGN -.13 .031 .133 166.1 26.8480 830707 12CK0 ■ 81
DL HAGN -.07 .111 .132 121.8 45.4140 830707 120000 82
DL HAGN -.11 -.179 .209 238.5 41.7200 830707 120000 83
DL HAGN -.07 .061 .093 136.2 32.42KI 830707 120000 84
DL HAGN -.32 .201 .378 147.7 29.6460 830707 120000 85
DL HAGN -.06 -.079 .096 232.8 34.5130 830707 120000 86
DL HAGN -.04 -.079 .087 243.3 46.8460 830707 120000 87
DL HAGN -.03 .101 .106 106 37 130 830707 120000 88
OL HAGN -.06 -.049 .076 219 55.1190 830707 120000 89
DL HAGN -.1 -.039 .106 201 14.5200 830707 120000 90
DL HAGN .2 .301 .363 56.4 18.8190 830707 120000 91
DL HAGN .14 -.129 .19 317.7 12 200 630707 120000 92
DL HAGN -.01 -.069 .069 262.2 14.8130 830707 120000 93
OL HAGN -.04 .121 .126 107.9 11.1130 830707 120000 94
OL HAGN .OB .051 .096 32.8 10.2140 830707 120000 95
DL HAGN -.06 .091 .121 13D.8 51.3190 830707 12tnOQ 96
DL HAGN -.02 .121* .123 99 15.4140 830707 120000 97
DL HAGN .14 .161 .215 49 15.4200 830707 120000 98
ICAN POS. 52.029 31.228
R95 .313 no INHETERS 5BQ.064
ms lat. ♦/- .2C3 
H9S long. ♦/- .295
67-
A4 Results of Observations (Navidyne~4D00) in Kings Point
(114 Fixes)
PLACE REC. LAT LON P05. POS. SAT. DATE TlfC NUWER
TYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. a NO. Y.N.D. WT
KP NO -.005 .023 .023 101 33 0 841011 122400 1
KP NO -.065 --.177 .188 250 73 0 841011 134400 2
KP NO .075 .153 .171 63.7 9 0 841011 152600 3
KP NO -.105 .073 .127 145 33 0 841012 23200 4
KP NO .005 •-.107 .107 273 36 0 841012 35400 5
KP ND -.105 •-.117 .158 312.1 47 0 841012 43000 6
KP NO -.015 •-.027 .031 241.7 38 0 841012 S4000 7
KP ND .005 .123 .123 87.4 30 0 841012 62000 8
KP NO -.015 .003 .015 168 14 0 841012 94600 9
KP ND -.175 .013 .175 1^.7 42 0 841012 122800 10
KP ND -.055 -.057 .079 226.3 11 0 841012 131800 11
KP ND .015 .103 .104 81.4 32 0 841012 142000 12
KP ND -.0A5 .113 .122 111.5 26 0 841012 155400 13
KP ND -.025 -.027 .036 227.7 54 0 841012 174200 14
KP ND -.035 .043 .055 128.7 26 0 841015 23600 * 15
KP ND -.025 .013 .028 151.9 21 0 841015 31000 16
KP ND -.015 .053 .055 105.3 59 0 841015 45800 17
KP ND -.015 -.087 .088 260.5 9 0 641015 64KX] 16
KP ND .075 .263 .274 74 12 0 641015 65800 19
KP ND .015 .043 .046 70.2 57 0 841015 105200 20
KP ND .005 -.077 .077 274.1 26 0 841015 114600 21
KP ND -.015 .053 .055 105.3 20 0 841015 123200 22
KP ND -.005 .143 .143 91.6 53 0 841015 133400 23
KP ND .015 .203 .204 65.6 25 0 841015 142400 24
KP ND .035 -.037 .051 313.9 6 0 841015 144200 25
KP ND .035 -.157 .161 282.8 21 0 841015 151000 26
KP ND .035 .033 .049 42.9 62 0 841015 163400 27
KP NO -.035 -.117 .122 253.6 23 0 841015 162200 28
KP ND -.015 -.047 .049 252.9 77 0 841015 191600 29
KP ND -.025 .003 .025 172.8 26 0 651017 31600 30
KP ND .035 -.047 .059 307.1 57 0 851017 42600 31
KP. ND -.005 -.007 .008 237.2 50 0 851017 50400 32
KP ND .065 .233 .242 74.3 24 0 651017 61400 33
. KP ND -.065 .063 .105 127.6 9 0 851017 90800 34 -
KP ND -.005 -.127 .127 266 64 0 851017 105800 35
KP ND .025 -.087 .091 286.4 34 0 851017 115600 36
KP ND .125 -.487 .503 264.5 29 0 851017 120800 37
KP ND- -.015 -.107 .108 262.3 15 0 851017 124200 38
KP ND -.035 .093 .099 110.3 40 0 851017 134200 39
KP ND .025 -.007 .026 344.6 26 0 651017 151600 40
KP ND .005 -.007 .009 306.6 34 0 851017 154800 41
KP ND .055 .073 .092 52.8 47 0 851017 170400 42
KP ND -.0A5 -.097 . .107 ■ 245.4 41 0 851017 173600 43
KP ND .095 -.167 .192 299.8 43 0 851016 173800 44
KP ND -.025 .143 .145 99.7 33 0 841018 55200 45
KP ND -.025 -.047 .053 242.5 31 0 841018 100800 46
KP ND .075 -.157 .174 295.7 8 0 841018 105600 47
KP ND -.005 -.367 .067 266.2 35 0 841016 115400 48
KP ND -.005 .063 .063 94.1 60 0 841016 124400 49
KP ND .035 -.087 .094 292.2 11 0 841018 143000 50
KP NO -.035 .043 .055 126.7 24 0 841018 152600 51
KP ND .035 .123 .128 73.9 64 0 841016 161400 52
KP' ND -.035 -.217 .22 261 58 0 841018 171400 53
KP' ND -.075 -.003 '.075 177.6 8 0 841019 31200 54
KF' ND .005 -.007 .009' 308.6 31 0 841019 34000 55
KP NO -.005 -.067 .067' 266.2 36 0 841019 51000 56
-63-
PLACE REC. LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE TINE NUHBERTYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. EL NO. Y.H.D. «T
KP ND .MS .053 .07 49.4 45 0 841019 52800 57KP ND -.015 .023 .027 122.1 13 0 841019 91600 58
KP NO .035 -.037 .051 313.9 19 0 841019 113600 59
KP ND -.015 -.077 .078 259.3 45 0 841019 130400 60KP ND .005 -.067 .067 274.7 11 0 841019 134800 61KP ND -.015 .123 .124 96.7 57 0 841019 142000 62KP ND .025 .203 .205 82.8 29 0 841019 145000 63KP ND -.055 .083 .099 123.3 18 0 841019 150200 64
KP ND .025 -.007 .026 344.6 34 0 841019 152400 65KP ND .025 -.047 .053 296.5 20 0 841022 144000 66KP ND -.015 .033 .036 113.6 41 0 841022 154400 67KP ND .015 -.257 .257 273.5 65 0 841022 162600 66KP ND -.015 -.167 .168 265 34 0 841022 173200 69KP ND -.045 .273 .277 99.3 9 0 841022 181200 70
KP ND ■ .125 -.227 .259 296.9 6 0 841D22 203400 71
KP ND -.045 -.497 .499 264.9 56 0 841023 20400 72KP ND .085 -.067 .122 314.5 53 0 841023 33800 73
KP ND .065 .003 .066 2.7 23 0 841023 52200 74KP ND .015 .173 .174 84.9 26 0 841023 54600 75
KP ND -.OS .023 .034 136.7 22 0 841023 93000 76
KP ND .125 -.107 .165 319.6 6 0 841023 103000 77
KP ND -.165 .033 .168 168.6 26 0 841024 24600 78
KP NO -.015 -.037 .04 248.6 40 0 841024 33400 79
KP ND .015 .013 .02 40.1 51 0 641024 43400 80
KP ND -.005 .123 .123 92.1 35 0 841024 5240] 61
KP ND -.115 .003 .115 178.5 8 0 641024 63800 82
KP ND .005 -.127 .127 . 272.5 60 0 841024 102800 83
KP ND -.195 -.037 .198 19D.B 15 0 841024 121400 84
KP ND -.045 .023 .05 152.6 67 0 841024 125400 85
KP ND -.045 .063 .077 125.2 36 0 841024 131600 86KP ND .145 .173 .226 49.9 10 0 841024 143800 87
KP ND -.005 .173 .173 91.5 22 0 841024 145600 88KP ND .005 .093 .093 86.6 49 0 641024 162600 89KP ND -.015 -.027 .031 241.7 61 0 .841024 164600 90
KP ND -.255 -.067 .263 194.7 9 0 641024 '193200 91
KP ND .235 -.047 .24 348.7 11 0 841024 204000 92
KP NO .005 .133 .133 87.6 70 0 841024 222600 93KP ND -.215 .p03 .214 179.2 12 0 641025 21400 94
KP ND .025 -.107 .11 283.4 30 0 841025 31200 95
KP ND .025 .143 .145 79.9 48 0 841025 50000 96KP ND -.015 .053 .055 105.3 18 0 641025 52600 97KP ND -.005 -.037 .037 263.1 28 0 841025 93600 96KP ND .045 -.077 .089 300.6 17 0 641025 104200 99KP ND .005 -•.017 .018 288.1 37 0 841025 112400 100
KP ND -.015 .003 .015 166 34 0 641025 114400 101
KP ND -.005 .143 .143 87.8 36 0 841025 133000 102
KP ND .155 -.047 .162 343.2 11 0 841025 135600 103
KP ND .165 .213 .27 52.2 12 0 841025 141600 104
KP ND -.045 .143 .15 107.3 16 0 841025 143400 105KP ND .055 -.037 .067 326.4 33 0 841026 145400 106
KP ND -.005 -.007 .008 237.2 66 0 841IK6 160200 107
KP ND -.025 .043 .05 119.6 40 0 841026 164000 106KP NO -.035 -.057 .067 238.8 11 0 841026 174800 109
KP ND .035 .193 .196 79.6 20 0 841028 54000 110
KP ND -.065 .023 .068 160.3 16 0 641028 85400 111KP ND .015 -.067 .069 283.1 9 0 841028 100000 112
-B9-
PLACE REC. LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE TIME NUMBER
TYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. El M. Y.M.D. 6MT
KP ND -.005 .063 .063 94.1 66 0 S4102B 104200 113KP ND .015 .033 .037 64.9 6 0 641026 122400 114
HEAN POS. AS.TSA kS.bbl
R95 .234 nt IN METERS 433.536
M95 lat. +/- .135 
H95 long. +/- .244
70


















MI MAGN -.008 -.021 .022 248.9 15 13 850101 214600 1Ml MA6N .022 -.131 .133 279.6 26 48 850101 224400 2
MI MAGN .012 .219 .22 86.9 76 13 850101 233600 3MI MAGN .022 -.051 .055 293.5 11 13 850102 11600 4MI MAGN .012 -.021 .024 300.1 55 50 850102 50800 5Mi MAGN .032 -.121 .125 284.6 10 20 850102 62400 6MI MAGN .062 .189 .199 71.9 24 50 850102 65600 7MI MAGN -.018 .079 .081 102.8 61 11 850102 73400 6MI MAGN -.038 -.081 .089 244.8 76 20 850102 81200 9Ml MAGN .012 .129 .13 64.7 20 11 850102 92000 10MI MAGN .022 -.091 .093 263.6 15 13 850102 94600 11MI MAGN. -.0A8 -.061 .077 231.7 14 48 650102 100800 , 12
MI MAGN .162 .029 .165 10.3 11 13 850102 132000 13MI MAGN -.028 .009 .03 161.6 15 48 850102 134400 14MI MAGN -.008 -.131 .131 266.5 31 50 850102 163200 15MI MAGN -.028 -.121 .124 256.9 43 50 850102 162000 16MI MAGN .002 -.051 .051 272.3 28 11 850102 184600 17MI MAGN -.006 .019 .021 112.5 26 20 850102 191200 18Ml MAGN .002 -.051 .051 272.3 45 11 850102 203200 19
MI MAGN -.018 -.021 .027 229 38 20 650102 205800 20
Ml MAGN .1A2 .059 .154 22.7 19 48 850102 222200 21
Ml MAGN .032 -.021 .038 327.1 47 13 850102 224600 22
MI MAGN .002 .089 .089 86.7 73 48 850103 1000 23
MI MAGN -.0A8 -.041 220.3 27 13 850103 3200 24
Ml MAGN .1A2 .039 .147 15.5 11 48 850103 15800 25
MI MAGN .012 -.081 .082 276.5 41 50 850103 44400 26
MI MAGN .002 .139 .139 89.2 33 50 850103 63200 27
MI MAGN .012 .029 .032 67.7, 27 11 850103 64400 28
MI MAGN .022 -.051 .055 293.5 23 20 850103 70200 29
MI MAGN -.018 .109 .111 99.4 46 11 850103 ' 83000 30
MI MAGN .072 .039 .082 28.6 47 20 850103 84800 31
MI MAGN -.028 -.021 .035 216.5 9 48 650103 94200 32
MI MAGN .002 -.031 .031 273.7 45 13 850103 104400 33
MI MAGN -.056 -.111 .125 242.3 63 46 ■ 650103 113400 ■ 34Ml MAGN -.108 -.031 .112 195.9 21 48 850103 132200 35
MI MAGN .002 -.041 .041 272.8 23 50 850103 160800 36
MI MAGN -.168 -.171 .24 225.5 54 50 850103 175800 37
MI MAGN .002 -.141 .141‘ 270.6 80 11 650103 193800 38
MI MAGN -.028 .029 .041 133.7 59 20 850103 195000 39
MI MAGN .022 .049 .054 66 20 13 650103 215200 40
MI MAGN -.058 -.021 .062 199.6 6 13 650104 12400 41
MI MAGN .062 -.111 .127 299.3 29 50 650104 42200 42
MI MAGN .022 .119 .121 , 79.6 46 50 850104 61000 43
• MI MAGN -.018 .029 .034 121.6 49 20 850104 74200 44
MI MAGN .052 .159 .168 71.9 21 20 650104 92400 45
MI MAGN .062 -.071 .094 311.2 20 13 850104 95400 46
HI MAGN -.028 -.091 .095 252.8 48 48 850104 111400 47
Ml MAGN .002 .119 .119 89 58 13 850104 114000 48
MI MAGN -.038 -.011 .039 195.7 28 48 850104 130000 49
Ml MAGN -.008 -.001 .006 185 16 50 650104 154400 50
MI MAGN .002 .109 .109 89 79 50 850104 173400 51
MI MAGN -.008 -.031 .032 255.4 16 20 850104 164000 52
MI MAGN .022 -.051 .055 293.5 37 11 850104 185400 53
MI MAGN .022 -.071 .074 287.3 12 50 850104 192000 54
Ml MAGN -.008 -.051 .051 261 59 20 850104 202600 55
MI MAGN .012 .009 .015 37.8 33 11 850104 204000 56
71-
PLACE REC. LAT LON POB. POS. SAT. DATE TIME NUMBER
TYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. EL NO. Y.M.D. GMT
MI MAGN .012 -.021 .024 300.1 60 13 850104 225200 57
MI MAGN .002 .009 .01 77.9 59 48 850104 232600 58
MI MAGN .052 -.111 .122 295.2 21 13 850105 3800 59
MI MAGN .102 .199 .224 62.9 22 46 850105 11400 60
MI MAGN .082 -.111 .138 306.5 22 50 850105 35800 61
MI MAGN -.008 .149 .15 93.1 60 50 650105 54800 62
MI MAGN .132 .059 .145 24.2 14 20 650105 63000 63
MI MAGN .032 -.081 .087 291.6 36 11 850105 65400 64
MI ■ MAGN -.028 .149 .152 100.6 76 20 850105 81600 65
Ml MAGN .012 .149 .15 85.4 34 11 850105 84000 66
Ml MAGN -.058 .,009 .059 170.9 11 50 650105 152000 67
MI MAGN -.008 -.061 .061 262.5 73 50 ‘ 850105 171200 68
MI MAGN .012 -.041 .042 286.4 16 11 850105 180400 -.69
Ml MAGN .002 -.061 .081 271.4 18 50 650105 185800 70
MI MAGN .012 -.031 .033 291.3 36 20 650105 191600 71
Ml MAGN -.008 .009 .012 130.7 76 11 850105 195200 72
MI MAGN -.028 -.031 .042 227.6 27 20 850105 210200 73
Ml MAGN .062 -.071 .094 311.2 27 13 850105 220200 74
MI MAGN .022 -.011 .024 334.1 45 48 850105 230200 75
MI MAGN -.008 -.01-1 .013 233.2 44 13 850105 234800 76
Ml MAGN .022 .209 .21 84 30 48 850106 5200 77
Ml MAGN ■ -.016 -.031 .036 239.6 31 20 850106 71000 78
MI MAGN -.018 .179 .18 95.7 65 11 850106 75200 79
Ml MAGN -.008 .179 .179 92.6 33 20 850106 85200 80
MI MAGN .012 -.101 .101 276.8 26 13 850106 100000 81
MI MAGN -.038 .079 .088 115.6 26 48 850106 102600 62
MI MAGN -.648 .129 .661 166.7 47 13 850106 114600 83
MI MAGN -.018 -.011 .021 210.7 76 48 850106 121600 84
MI MAGN -‘.DIB -.031 .036 239.6 54 50 850106 165000 85
MI MAGN -.016 -.081 .083 257.4 24 50 850106 183600 66
Ml MAGN -.008 -.081 .081 264.3 46 11 650106 ' 190400 67
MI MAGN .002 -.131 .131 270.9 73 20 650106 195400 88
Ml MAGN -.048 -.071 .085 235.8 26 11 850106 204800 89
MI MAGN .012 -.041 .042 286.4 11 13 650106 210600 90
MI MAGN .002 -.071 .071 271.6 12 20 ' 850106 213600 ■ 91
Ml MAGN .022 -.081 .064 285.2 33 48 850106 224000 92
Ml MAGN -.008 -.151 .151 267 70 13 650106 224000 93
MI MAGN .012 .189 .19 66.4 42 46 850107 2600 94
Ml MAGN .032 -.001 .032 ‘ . 358.7 15 13 850107 4200 95
Ml MAGN -.008 -.081 .081 264.3 65 50 650107 50200 96
MI MAGN .022 .159 .161 82.1 25 11 650107 84800 97
MI MAGN -.018 .069 .072 104.6 65 48 650107 115400 98
MI MAGN .092 .129 .159 54.6 15 13 850107 124400 99
MI MAGN -.008 -.051 .051 261 11 46 650107 133800 100
MEAN POS. 12.828 40.271
R95 .218 niti IN METERS 403.7E2
M95 lat. ♦/- .157
M95 long. ♦/- .186
72-
Results Observations (ma9nav/ox-1102) in H ongkong (17 Fixes)
PLACE REC. LAT LON POS. POS. SAT. DATE TIIC NUWER
TYPE DIF. DIF. DIS DIR. a NO. Y.H.D. on •
W HAGN .OOA .031 .031 82.5 17 110 850425 5111 1
HK hatmnnwi .024 .091 .094 75.2 12- 130 850425 12516 2
HK MA£Xinfioni -.016 .131 .132 96.9 66 130 850425 31207 3
HK HA6N -.026 -.059 .064 246.3 32 450 850425 43532 4
HK HAGN -.006 .051 .052 96.6 24 200 -850426 5311 5
HK HAW -.026 .001 .026 177.4 48 130 850426 22207 6
HK -.076 -.059 .096 217.8 16 130 850426 40614 7
HK HAGN -.076 -.059 .096 217.8 18 130 850426 40614 6
HK HAGN .084 -.179 .198 295.2 22 500 850426 103014 9
HK HAGN .004 -.029 .029 276.1 11 no 650426 5911 10
\¥, HAGN .014 .061 .063 77 16 130 850426 13207 11
HK HAGN .024 .061 .066 68.5 13 460 650426 20207 12
HK HAGN -,006 .141 .141 92.4 69 450 650426 35000 13
HK HAGN .054 .071 .089 52.8 17 20} 850429 5746 14
HK HAGN .034 .021 .04 31.6 25 130 650429 13642 15
HK HAGN .004 -.029 .029 276.1 59 460 650429 30426 16
HAGN -.016 -.249 .249 266.3 16 460 850429 45311 17
MEAN POS. 1B.256 10.779 
R9S .206 Ml IN METERS 381.577
H9S lat. ♦/- .079 
H95 long. ♦/- .2
73-

















HL HAGN 0 -.298 .297 270.2 58 480 850617 100000 1
HL HAGN 0 .052 .053 89 14 500 850617 124200 2
HL HAGN .02 .082 .085 75.8 29 no 850617 155000 3
HL NAGN .02 .132 .134 81 28 480 850618 75000 4
HL HAGN -.A9 .052 .492 173.8 17 480 850618 112000 5
HL HA6N .19 -.108 .219 330.7 11 500 850616 122200 6
HL NAGN .02 .062 .066 71.6 47 500 850618 140600 7
¥L HAGN .12 .052 .132 23.6 16 no 850618 150000 8
HL HAGN .07 -.228 .238 287.3 36 480 850621 102000 9
HL HAGN .02 .022 .031 47.4 18 480 850624 110000 10
HL HAGN .02 .172 .174 83.1 43 500 850624 133600 11
MEAN POS. 27.579 2.377 
R95 .389 nffl IN METERS 720.975
H95 let. ♦/- .336 
H95 long. +/- .289
-7A-
Annex B Coniputer Program
B1 PRIA
ID REM * # * PRIACBHIFT) * * *
20 REM MED(N) OF W.M.U. LI LIANTING 
3D REM VER 85-04-D9 
4D REN 16.45 
5D DOUBLE
6D ; "HAVE YOU A PRINTER ? (Y/N)
70 GET A$
60 ; A«
90 IF A*="y" OR A*="Y" THEN A*="Y" j GOTO 130 
100 IF A$="n" OR A*="N" THEN A*="N" ; GOTO 130
110 I
120 GOTO 60 ‘
130 IF A$="N" THEN 150 
140 OPEN "PR:" AS FILE 1
150 REM SHIFT FROM WGS-72 TO LOCAL CHART DATUM 
160 INPUT "RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF WGS";F9 
170 IF A$="N" THEN 190
ISO PRINT #1 "RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF WGS";F9 
190 F9=l/F9
200 INPUT "RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL ELLIPSOID ";F6 
210 IF A$="N" THEN 230
220 PRINT #1 "RECIPROCAL OF FLATTENING OF LOCAL ELLIPSOID ";F8 
230 F8=l/F8
240 INPUT "SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF WGS IN METERS";A9 
250 INPUT "SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF LOCAL ELLIPS0ID";A8 
260 IF A$="N" THEN 290
270 PRINT #1 "SEMIMAJOR AXIS OF 'WGS IN METERS ";A9 




320 INPUT "LATITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. "W1,W2 
330 B9=Wl+W2/60
340 INPUT "LONGITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. ";W3,W4
350 L9=W3+W4/60
360 IF A*="N" THEN 390
370 PRINT #1 "LATITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. " W1;W2 
380 PRINT #1 "LONGITUDE OF WGS IN DEGR. AND MIN. ";W3;W4 
390 L9=L9/D 
400 B9=B9/D
410 INPUT "GEOID HEIGHT "}H9
420 INPUT "ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS";X7
430 INPUT "ORIGIN OFFSET OF Y AXIS"jY7
440 INPUT "ORIGIN OFFSET OF Z AXIS";Z7
450 IF A$»"N" THEN 500
460 PRINT #1 "GEOID HEIGHT";H9
470 PRINT #1 "ORIGIN OFFSET OF X AXIS ";X7
480 PRINT #1 "ORIGIN OFFSET OF Y AXIS "{YT









580 IF Y8>0 AND X8>0 GOTO 620 
590 IF Y8>0 AND X8<0 GOTO 640 
600 IF Y6<0 AND X6<0 GOTO 640 
610 IF Y8<D AND X8>0 GOTO 660 
620 L8«L8 
630 GOTO 680 
640 L8»18D->-LB 
650 GOTO 680 75
670 60T0 680 
680 PRINT







760 B1=Z8*(N8+H8)/SQR(X8o2+Y8u2 >/(N8*(1-ES02)+H8) 
770 B1»ATN<B1)*D 
780 B2=ABS(B1-B0*D)






850 PRINT "LATITUDE "•,W4;INT<W6*100) AlOO
860 PRINT "L0N6TUDE ";W3;INT(WHH00)/100
870 WB=INT(<(B1-B9*D)*60*1852)*100)/I00
880 W9=INT(((LB-L9*D)*60*1B52*C0S(B1/D))*100)/I00
890 PRINT "LAT SHIFT ";W8
900 PRINT "LONG. SHIFT "jW9
910 IF A*="N" THEN 980
920 PRINT #1
930 PRINT «1 "RESULTS "
940 PRINT #1 "LATITUDE ";W4iINT<W6*100)/10Q 
950 PRINT #1 "LONGITUDE";W3;INT(W1*100)/lOO 
960 PRINT #1 "LAT SHIFT "5W8;"METERS"





20 REM SATNAV INPUT PROGRAM 
30 ; CHR$(12)
40 OPEN "PR;VSA36B72.il" AS FILE 1 
50 OPEN "V24:VSA36E72.77" AS FILE 4 
60 PREPARE "SAT6.DAT"-AS FILE 3 
70 INPUT LINE #4,A$
SO B*=MID$CA*,1,3)
90 IF LEN<A$X17 THEN 110 
100 QS=MID*(A»,1,17;>
110 IF B*="LAT" THEN 180120 IF B»="LON" THEN 200130 IF B*="LFX" THEN 220
140 IF B$="REC" THEN 270
150 GOTO 70 
160 ! ; A^170 GOTO 70 
180 Xi=MID«(A$,l ,16:i 
190 GOTO 70200 y$=mid$<:a$,i ,16>
210 GOTO 70
220 IF MID*<A$,5,5)=T» THEN 70 
230 T«=MID$(:A$,5,5)
240 ; #3 "RAY " Q$+X$+Y$+C$
250 ; "RAY ";T$;B$;A$;X*;Y$;
260 GOTO 300 
270 C*=MID*i:A$,11 ,5>
280 ; C%
290 GOTO 70 
300 i MAGNA 
310 INPUT LINE #1,A$
320 IF LEN(A$:X10 THEN 310 
330 B«=MI Dt <; A$, 1 ,2 >
340 C'®=hID$ <• A^ ,5,3.') : REM error 
350 D*=MID»(A*,6,4:>
360 IF Sl=l THEN 470 
370 IF C$="LON" THEN 520 
380 IF C*="LAT" THEN 560 
390 IF B*="EL" THEN 440 
400 IF D$=" GMT" THEN 600 
410 IF D$="DATE" THEN 640 
420 ; A$;B$
430 GOTO 310 
440 Sl=l 
450 GOTO 310 
460 : SAT DATA 
470 S1=0480 ; CUR(12,40) ;A$’
490 D1»=A$
500 GOTO 670 
510 ! LON
520 j CUR<13,4D);Af 
530 D2*=At 
540 GOTO 310 
550 ! LAT560*; CURC14,4D) ;A»
570 D3*=A«




620 GOTO 310 
630 ! DATE 
640 ; CUR(16,4D);A$
650 D5*=A*
660 GOTO 310 77
670 IF THEN 310 '
680 ! " WRITE ON DISK *';Y 
690 Y=Y+1 
700 F4»=D4$-




ID REM 0UT2 
20 T«=’’D"
30 ON ERROR GOTO 270
40 OPEN "SAT.DAT" AS FILE 1
BO ON ERROR GOTO 270
60 GOTO 90
70 OPEN AS FILE 1
eO .ON ERROR GOTO 270
90 INPUT LINE #1,W$
100 W=LEN<W»)
110 W$=MID*<W$,l,W-2)
120 IF W<17 THEN 90‘
130 A*=MID*<W«,1-,3:) 
lAO IF A$="RAY" THEN ; Wf 
IBO IF A*="MAG" THEN ; W$ - 
160 ; W$
170 GOTO 90
180 IF B«="0" THEN 250 
190 IF B$="A" THEN 210 
200 GOTO 90 
210 C«=MID*CA$,12,8:»
220 PRINT "MAG " TAB CIO);C$;TAEf20);D*
230 L=L+1
2AD GOTO 90
250 D^=M 1 Df <; A$ , 12,8 )
260 GOTO 90 
270 T«i=ADD<.(:Tf.,
280 S*="SAT"+T*+".DAT"






20 REM CONVERTING FROM MAGNAVOX TO DATA FOR CALCULATION 
30 ; CHR$<12) . •
AD OPEN "DROzBATdi.DAT" AS FILE 1 
50 PREPARE "DRl:FILES.DDD" AS FILE 2 
6D ! ON ERROR GOTO 4SD 
70 FOR N=0 TO 5
SO input #1,A$
90 PRINT A$
100 NEXT N 
110 INPUT #1,A$
120 IF THEN 110
130 IF ■■ray"=left$(;a»,3) then IID 
lAD IF ‘*GMT"=LEFT$CA$,3) THEN 530 
150 IF "DAT"=LEFT«<;a$,3> then 550
160 IF "MAG‘'=LEFT$(:A$,3) then 200
170 IF "L0N‘‘=LEFT$(A$,3) THEN 280
ISO IF "LAT*‘=LEFTf <A$,3) THEN 200

















360 ■% #2; Din
370 i #2; D21.
380 #2;03$
390 9 #2; DA
ADD •9 #2; 05
AID 9 #2;D6$
A20 •9 #2; 07
A30 •9 .#2; OS
AAO •9 #2; 09
ABO •9 #2; El
A6D ■9 #2jE2$
A7C •9 ,#2;E3$
ASD GOTO 110 
A9C PRINT ERRCCDE 
500 CLOSE 2








10 reM LI9920 REM CONVERTING FROM RAYBAT DATA TO CALCULATING FILE FOR PROGR, 
30 ; CHR*d2)
40 OPEN "DRO:BAT6.DAT" AS FILE 1 
50 PREPARE "DRltFILEA'. DDD" AS FILE 2 
60 ON ERROR GOTO 530 




110 IF ""^A* THEN 100 
120 IF "RAysLEFT^CAf ,3) THEN 160 
130 IF "6MT"=LEFT$<A*,3) THEN 570 
140 IF *=DAT"=LEFTf<A$,3) THEN 590 
150 GOTO 100








240 IF D5>38 THEN 610 






310 IF D8>6D THEN 610 







39D IF Z9=l T
400 % #2;Dl^
410 • #2;D2«
420 ■* 1^2; 03$430 % 4^2 ;D4440 5 #2; D5
450 ■« #2;D6$460 5 #2;D7
■ 470 •9 #2;D8
480 m% #2',D9490 ? #2? El
500 m9 #2;E2$
510 •9 #2;E3$
■ 520 GOTO 100
=□ ; GOTO 100
6E 2
END OF PROGRAM •* 
tIN "LI3"
)







ID REM ♦ * ♦ PR2A * * *2D REM MED(N) OF W.M.U. LI LIANTINS 
30 REM VER 85-05-01 
AO ; CHR»(12)














190 ; "PLACE : INPUT W$
200 IF «$="’• THEN 240 
210 IP "5"=LEFT$(W$/iX) THEN 610 
220 IF "5"=LEFT$(W»,1X) THEN 610 
230 IF THEN D1$=W$
2AD ; "RECEIVER TYPE : INPUT W$
250 IF W$<>"" THEN D2$=W$
260 ; "LAT (";D3$;")"; : INPUT W$
270 IF W$<>"“ THEN D3$=W$
280 ; "LAT DEGR. <";DA;")"; ! INPUT W$
290 IF W$<>"" THEN DA=VAL(W$)
300 ; "LAT MIN. (";D5;")"; : INPUT W$
310 IF W$<>"" THEN D5=VAL(W*)
320 ; "LONG (";D6$;")"; : INPUT W$
330 IF THEN D6$=W$
340 ; "LONG DEGR. <";D7;"V; ; INPUT W$
350 IF W»<>"" THEN D7=VAL<Wi:>
360 ; "LONG MIN. (";D8;")"; : INPUT m 
370 IF THEN DS=VAL(W*)
380 5 "ELEVATION (";D9;")"; : INPUT W$
390 IF W$<>"" THEN D9=VAL(W$)
400 ; "SAT. NO. C";E1;")"; ! INPUT W$
AID IF THEN El=VAL':w$)
420.; "DATE ^";E2;">"; : INPUT W$
430 IF W$<>"" THEN E2=VAL(W$;!
440 ; "GMT (";E3;">"; : INPUT W»
450 IF W$<>"" THEN E3=VAL(W$) .
: GET A$
R A$="n" THEN : "NOT SAVED "
460 • "OK 7
470 I F M="N
480 •f #2 Dl£
490 •f «2 D2*
500 •9 «2 D3$
510 •9 #2 D4
520 •t «2 D5
530 •> «2 D6$
540 m9 #2 D7
550 •9 #2 D8
560 •9 #2 D9
570 •9 *2 El
580 9 #2 E2
590 •9 «2 E3
FOR N=0 TO 1000 ; NEXT N ; GOTO 180
600 GOTO 180
610 CLOSE 2
620 ; "END OF PROGRAM
630 END -B2-
B7 PR2B
10 REM # * * PR2B * * ♦20 REM MED(N) OF W.M.U. LI LIANTING
30 REM VER 85-05-01 
40 DIM Z*(12)
50 ; CHR$(12)
60 OPEN “F1LE1.DAT" AS FILE 1
61 PREPARE "DRlrFILEZ.DAT" AB FILE 2 
70 FOR N=1 TO 12
80 INPUT LINE #1 Z$(N)
90 NEXT N
100 D1 *=LEFT $ ( Z ♦ (1) , LEN < Z «C1)) -2 ;i 
110 02$=LEFT$(Z$(2),LEN(Z»(2:))-2)
120 D3*=LEFT$(Z*(3) ,LEN(Z*(3.i )-2)
130 D4=VAL(LEFT$(Z*f4) ,LENfZ$f4) '.-2))
140 D5=VAL<LEFT$(Z$(5),LENfZ»C5))-2))
150 D6$=LEFT$(Z $(6),LEN(Z $(6))-2)
160 D7=VAL (LEFT$ (Z $ < 7), LEN <. Z $ (7) > -2;)
170 D8=VAL ( LEFT$ (Z $ (8), LEN (Z $ (8) -2 .i)
180 D9=VAL<LEFT$(Z$(9:i »LEN(Z»<9))-2))
190 El=VAL(LEFT$(Z$(10),LEN(Z$ClD);i-2:i)
200 E2=VAL(LEFT$(Z$Cir.i ,lEN(ZS (11))-2) j 
210 E3=VAL(LEFT*(Z$(12;i ,LEN(Z$(;i2;) )-2;i)
220 ; CHR$(12)
230 ; "PLACE <";D1$;")"; : INPUT W»
240 IF W$="" THEN 260 
250 IF "S"=LEFT$(W$,1X) THEN 650 
260 IF "s"=LEFT$(W$,lX> THEN 650 
270 IF W$<>"" THEN D1$=^W$
280 i "RECEIVER TYPE C";D2$;; : INPUT W$
290 IF W$<>"" THEN D2$=W$
300 ; "LAT ; INPUT Wf
310 IF W$<>"“ THEN D34=W$
320 ; "LAT DEGR. <";D4;")"; ; INPUT 
330 IF THEN D4=VAL(W$)
340 5 "LAT MIN. <";D5;")"; : INPUT W$
350 IF W$<>"" THEN D5=VAL(W$)
360 ; "LONG (";D6$;")“; : INPUT W$
370 IF W$<>"" THEN D6$=W$
380 ; "LONG DEGR. (";D7;")"; ; INPUT 
390 IF W*<>“" THEN D7=VAL(W$)
400 i "LONG MIN. ; INPUT U-$
410 IF W$<>"" THEN DS=VAL.(W$)
420 ; "ELEVATION C";D9;")"{ : INPUT Wt 
430 IF W$<>"" THEN D9=VAL(W$)
440 5 "SAT. NO. (";E1;")"; ; INPUT 
450 IF W$<>"" THEN E1=VAL(W$;
460 ; "DATE ("}E2;")"; ; INPUT W$
470 IF W$<>"" THEN E2=VAL<W$)
480 5 "GMT <";E35">"; : INPUT W$
490 IF W$<>"" THEN E3=VAL(W$:i 




550 ; «2;D4 
560 ; «2;D5 
570 i «2;D6$
580 5 #2;D7 
590 ; «2;D8 
600 ; #2jD9 
610 ; «2;E1 
620 ; #2;E2 
630 ; «2;E3
640 GOTO 70 g,
650 CLOSE 2
660 ! "END OF PPOGPA‘«' "
lOREn**************************** 
OREH •♦***•*• RRSfl (LI32)
30 REH « LI LIRNTIHC «
40 REH « RED(N) DF U.H.U. *




90 REH Ria>-PLRCE Rt(2)=REC.TVPE
100 REH R$<3)=LRT H/S fll(4)=LRT DEC.
no REH R$(5)=LRT HIM. fi$(b)»LDH. H/0
120 Pin R$(7)=LDN DEG. RtCei^^LQN HIN.
130 RER R4(9)=EL. R$(10)=SfiT. RD.
140 REH RKID^DRTE R$(12)-HSURS
150 REH
160 REH ****************************
170 REH STRRT PROGRRH
180 REH ••«****•****•«*****••**»••**
190 INPUT *LfiT ? ’L9 
200 L9=L9*PI/180
210 REH ****************************
220 REH OPEN PRINTER
230 REH «***••*«*•*«**«*««««****•«««
240 OPEN 'PRiVSRSOBTZ.SS' flS FILE 2
250 REH ******«****•*««*«*****•’•**** 
260 GDSUB 1520 : REH PRINT TOP OF FDRR 
270 REH *«•«*•*«*****««**•**«»*****« 
280 REn»*****RERD IN ORTfl* *♦♦♦*•«** 
290 REH **************************** 
300 REH OPEN DISK FILE
310 REH ****************************
320 OPEN •FILEfl.DDD* RS FILE 1
330 ON ERROR GOTO 470 ! REH END OF FILE
340 REH ****************************
350 GOSUB 1600 : REH RERD DISK
360 B2*VRL(fl$<5)>
370 L2=VRL(R$(8))

















540 REH *************************** 
550 REH******RERD IN DRTR RGRIM * * * » * 
560 REN ***************************
570 REH OPEN DISKFILE RND PRINTER
580 REH ***************************
590 OPEN *F1LER.DDD* RS FILE 1
600 OPEN *PR:' RS FILE 2
610 R»0 : REH COUNTER 8=0
620 ON ERROR GOTO 1240 : RER END OF FILE
630 REH ************************** ■»
640 GOSUB 1600 : REH READ DISK
650 B2»VRL(RI(5))
660 L2=VflL(Rf(8»









760 REN PRINT FIXT DATA AND PQS. DIF. AND PQS.DIR.
770 REN *••*•«••**«««**•«•««*•«*«*«
780 ; •2;TAB(3);B$a)>TRB(8>;AI(2),TBBU6);INT((B2-B2)*lOOO)/lOOO; 
790 ; f2;TAB(24);INT((L2-L3)*1000)/1000;
800 REH***************************










910 REN CALCULATE POSITION DIRECTION IN DEGREEDS
920 REN ****•«*«**•. ****************
930 IF D2>0 AND D3>0 THEN Tl=ABSa80/PI*ATN(D2/D2))
940 IF D2<0 AND D2>0 THEN T1='180-ABS(180/P1*AT!UD3/D2))
950 IF D2C0 AND DECO THEN TlM80+ABSa80/PI*RTN(D2/D2)>
960 IF D2>0 AND D3<0 THEN T1=260-A6S(180/PI*ATN(D2/D2))
970 REN t**************************











•1090 IF El-4 THEN 1120
1100 IF El=5 THEN E3I=NID$(R$(12),E1-4,1) : T9=64 
1110 IF El»6 THEN E3t=NID$(A$a2),El-5,2)
1120 R8»A8tl : REN COUNTER FOR TOTAL FIXES
1130 ; l2;TAB(45);A$(9);TAB(49>;A$a0>>Tffl(55);H«(H);
1140 ; t2;TAB(65);A$(12);
1150 REN PRINT FIX NUNBER
1160 PRINT 82 USING 'Ittt'JAB(75);R8
1170 REN****************************
1180 REN COUNT LINES IN BOX *S* IF 55 NEU PAGE
1190 REH ••••**•*•*•♦♦•*♦♦*••••••*••♦
1200 S*Stl
1210 IF S>55 THEN CCSUB 1480 ; REH PRINT TOP OF FCRN 
1220 GOTO 640
1230 REH****************************
1240 IF ERRCODE-34 THEN 1300 ! REN IF CODE 34 THEN END OF FILE 









1340 ; l2;'BEflN POS.';1350 ; l2;TflBa5>;IHT((B2*1000)*.5)/10bO;TRB(23);IIITaL2t:C;;ii>t.5)/1000 
13£0 ; 12
1370 ; I2;'R95 '^IHKR^lOOOt.Sl/lOOO 'HN IN HETERS MNT(R*l852*1000+.5)/1000 




1420 REH 992=2.58, 952=1.96, 902=1.65 
1430 } f2;TftB(l)/H95 lit. ♦/- MNT(S1*1.96»1000)/10C0 




1480 ; I2;CHR$(12) : REH NEXT PACE
1490 REH***************************
1500 REH PRINT SUB-RDUTIHE TOP CF FDRH 
1510 REn
1520 i 12 'PLACE REC. LOT LON PCS. PCS. SAT. DATE TIHE
1530 ; 12 • TVPE OIF. OIF. DIS DIR. EL HC Y.R.O. OUT*
1540 ; #2 
1550 5=0 
1560 RETURN
1570 REH **♦•»**♦*♦ = *♦**♦**•**••****
1580 REH READ DISK SUB ROUTINE 
1590 REH
1600 FOR N=1 TO 12 
1610 INPUT tlAt(N)
1620 PRINT A$(N)
1630 NEXT N 
1640 GET Ql
1650 REH TEST FDR DIFFERENT GRCDPS 
1660 IF Al<9)=*2‘ THEN 1600 
1670 IF A$(9)='3* THEN 1600 
1680 IF Al(9)='4* THEN 1600 
1690 IF Al(9)=’5* THEN 1760 
1700 IF At(9)=*6* THEN 1760 
1710 IF A$(9)='7* THEN 1760 
1720 IF A$(9)='8* THEN 1760 
1730 IF A$(9)=*9* THEN 1760 
1740 IF A$<9)=M0’ THEN 176Q 
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Annex D The Earth/The Geoid/Ellipsoids
1. The Earth
The earth is a "very.irregular" shaped.body which also 
is not homogenous... This physical earth is approximated 
by a somoth body which is called Geoid,
2. The Geoid,
The Geoid is a hypothetical si’iape of the earth- if it 
was completely covered with uotsr.
The Geoid t.herefore is a smooth body but mathematically 
still very complex. Its surfr.ce is at least a IDth order 
body,
3. Eliipsoids
In order to be able to calculate with a mathematically 
managable body of t ^e second order, the geoid is ap­
proximated by a certain ellipsoid.
For a certain part of the earth there is an ellipsoid 




All these ellipsoidj(also denoted by spheroid) differ 
in:
1) Position of their centres(O)
Which are also the origins of a .three dimensional 
coordinate (X,Y,Z) system'
2) Shape, which is defined by;
a=semi-major axis 
f= flattening
3.2, Mathematical Coordinates on an Ellipsoid 
Earth-bound ellipsoids are generated by rotating a 





The Z-axis is the polar axis and the X-axis is in the 
equatorial plane and in the meridian of Greenu/ich^
Now point P with X,Y,Z coordinates has:
T) Distance N=PS (radius of curvature 0'f» the nieridian) 
being equal to: a
2) Geodetic latitude ( )
3) Geodetic (east) longitude (^)
Point P which is h metres above the ellipsoid.





This ellipsoid is a worldwide-best-fit for the geoid 
and is chosen in satellite navigation as uniform el- 
lipsoid.The latitude and longitude which are represent­
ed by the Sat-Navigator are the geodetic latitude and 
longitude en the liiGS-Ellipsoid provided the antenna- 





So with Lat. (^^Il,'GS) and Long.(^bJG5) from receiuer and
ali/GS=537B.135 KM 
fU/GS=(298.26)"^
h= jGoidal height relative to iiJG5-72 








The Cartesian Coordinates('^WGS 
sition 'are known.
t
^WGS) of the po-
3,A The Local Ellipsoid and the Chart in Use
The point P (Position) of which the coordinates in U/GS-
are known of course has other coordinates in the local 
ellipsoid and thus in the local chart which chart is 
derived from the local ellipsoid.
«
With the shift in the origin of the local X Y Z-axis 
relative to the origin of WGS-72 the Cartesian Coordi-
-95-
nates in the local system can be calculated. (See an­
nex C)
^local ellips'^ii/GS"^-^^
Y- , =Y,,pc+AYlocal ellips WGS
^local ellips^^WGS"^^^
Now with:
^local”^ ^^local'*’*^local ^^local ^local (a)
'*^local”^*'^local'*’*^local^ ^^local^^*^ A, local, (B)
^local~^*''‘local^^'’^ local^'*’^local^ ^local (C)
J^local and.^local can be calculated.
3.5. Solution and Aiocal
1) From—iS£2^=tan 
local
the local East long, can be calculated:
A.local= Arc tan C^)
^local
2) BecauseJ^^^ ^ and known an ite­
rative solution is followed:
eeginihg. as starting v/aluej/^^-»-^
From (C) follows:
h.= ‘local'' Sinc/)^




® “^^local - -local
-96-
From (B) and (A) follou:
2 ^ local^'*^ local
7-2------ ^---cos ^ local'*'''' local
(N-,+h^)
and this dividing with (C)
tanjP 'local
(N^+h^>
/"'" "'"2 2 I^ local"*^^ local * (f'*-] ^
If ly y^lP>C'.0D5 (0®0D005)
Goto yi=y.
Print ;locb1, ^l^cal
The Systematic Coordinates Shift Due to Local Datum. 
Obtaining the local coordinates Jf? ^ ;Vl°cal,
gives us :
The latitude shift to be applied to the readings=j/J^^ 
^ UIGS.
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